KUR-World is coming!
If We Let It

This map shows the extent of the proposed development and how it will completely dwarf Kuranda’s
existing structure. The township and countryside will never be the same again if it goes ahead.

The Kuranda Regional Planning Group is campaigning for sustainable development in the Kuranda region and has asked the
Member for Barron River, Craig Crawford, to convene and chair a public meeting. The proponents will be asked to describe the
details of the development and to answer questions from the public. Every Kuranda resident is a stakeholder in this matter and our
opinions deserve to be heard.
If our Member agrees and is able to arrange the meeting, we will be advertising it in this paper. We hope everyone in Kuranda will
try to attend. In the meantime those who wish to find out more about the KUR-World project should go to The Kuranda Regional
Planning Group’s website: www.kurandaregion.org. You may also subscribe to their email newsletter.
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Why Barnwell’s/KUR-World Might Go Ahead
When planning for residential development, Council (MSC)
has wanted to stop ad hoc, out-of-sequence subdivisions
and property owners subdividing a block or two off their
large properties. It now wants any subdivisions to fit into
the larger scheme of things, such as filling in between
existing subdivisions OR creating a “town” complete with
roads, facilities and services. This could only happen if
someone with huge sums of money came along and wanted
to undertake such a venture – and it would also need to be
in an area earmarked for future residential development,
like Myola.

Why Barnwell’s/KUR-World Might
Not Go Ahead
Around 2005, there was talk about the Kuranda Range
Road being upgraded with bridges, tunnels and
roundabouts. Years of planning followed with a great deal
of public consultation by the Department of Main Roads
in which many of us participated. MSC’s then Town Plan
linked any large residential development in Myola with the
upgrade of the Kuranda Range Road. However, in the final
wash up, the price tag was considered unaffordable and the
proposal was shelved, along with the notion of significant
residential development in Myola.
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We, the Bulwai people, demand all work on the
property cease until proper protocols are followed.
I would like to express my disappointment that no
indigenous person, such as me, has been contacted to conduct
a cultural survey over the proposed project area: KUR-World.
This land was not settled by Europeans until the late 1890s.
It has only been 100 years since the removal of all Aborigines
(1916), including the site of the (historically zoned rural) 12
title Barnwell properties/KUR_World project area.
We have not had a chance to re-enter the land to retrieve
artefacts and to note sacred sites and areas of cultural
significance to the original people and its descendants,
for future references of our heritage, our history and our
connections to Bulwai country.
We, the people, will seek further advice on this legal matter.
Willie Brim

Where To From Here
So, now we have a developer with a suitable block of land
in an area considered appropriate for further residential
development (Myola is already serviced with a school,
swimming pool and water and sewerage lines). However,
there is not adequate road access from Cairns to service
such a development. But this could change at the whim of
a politician.
Don’t think for a minute that Myola development is
inextricably linked to upgrading the Kuranda Range Road.
MSC, the State Government and the Federal Government
can change their minds and amend their plans and policies
if they see merit in the idea. MSC has already exclaimed
“great development”. If we still had a Newman State
Government, there’d be no doubt it would get a tick.
How strongly will the Federal Government uphold its
overarching protective Acts? Coalition wants “jobs and
growth” – no joy for our environment with that attitude;
Labor seems to be waving in the wind a bit at the moment.
I’m going Greens. They won’t win government but they
could be a much needed moderating voice in the right
direction.
Jax Bergersen

www.kurandapaper.com

DEADLINES

An Open Letter to the Proponents
of KUR-World

Looking for Somewhere
to Live
Hi, I’m Josh. I’m looking to share a house as I don’t want
to rent alone. I’m 34 and have a disability so I can’t drive.
I have a support worker four days a week to provide
transport. I’m into art and exercise and have a pottery
wheel and gym. I would really like to grow a garden so I
need a flattish property.
Please email joshakkerman@live.co.uk.

Re the Proposed Development at Myola
The Myola/KURanda area is currently faced with a
development proposal that if successful will ultimately
irrevocably change the area for ever and no doubt lead to
further development that currently is not in tune with the
nature of this community.
Residents of this area need to consider the following:–
1. Do the interests of a foreign business entity override the
interests of our community ?
2 Is this proposal in the best interests of our community?
3. Where do we currently stand on the developers’ current
application for the closure and resumption of current
roads across the multiple titled property ?
4. Is/has Council agreed in principal to the resumption of
these roads ?
5. If so, does this result in the multiple titled holding
being amalgamated into a single title and thus result in
a single Rates Notice?
6. If yes to 5 & 6, will this lead to an increase in our
property values and hence a large increase in our rates?
7. What makes this massive proposal an “eco” development ?
8. How is it that we have to comply with Local government
by-laws and this proposed development can dodge
it? What does this imply about the legitimacy of the
developer and this development ?
9. Should this proposal proceed, who will pay for the
required road infrastructure? How much of this will be
off loaded onto us rate payers?
To date there has been development on the property
that was undertaken without Council or State government
departmental, application/notification or engineering
oversight, covertly done which makes both the proposal
and the applicant highly questionable. But then again I have
to admit it is an “ECO” development that appears to have
everything except a Space Station!!! After all, they have
thought of everything else.
Cheryl Tonkin, Myola

Kuranda Aquatic Centre
Closure 1 June 2016 to 31 July 2016
Please contact June or Syd Cotter on 0407 672 126
if the pool needs to be used urgently
for any purpose.
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Federal Election
SATURDAY 2 JULY

Candidates for Leichhardt
Warren Entsch

Ned Kelly Gebadi

Liberal National Party of Queensland
66 year-old Entsch was first elected an MP in 1996.
Entsch has held the position of Chief Opposition Whip
since the 2010 election, a complicated job in a finely
divided House. Entsch’s 2015 proposal to introduce a
private members bill allowing same sex marriage led
Tony Abbott to call a fateful joint party room meeting
that spent a day debating the issue, producing a new
policy for a plebiscite after the 2016 election. The messy
process led some party moderates to switch support to
Malcolm Turnbull, dooming Tony Abbott’s leadership.

Sharryn Howes

Australian Labor Party
44-year-old Howes grew up in Canberra and graduated
in social sciences before starting a career in allied and
Indigenous health. From 2006-2007 she was Assistant
Director at the Department of Health and Ageing,
before going on to become an Agreement Manager at
the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet. She
has been a resident of Cairns for the past eight years.

Family First
No information available as
at time of printing.

John Kelly

Rise Up Australia Party
No information available as at time of printing.

Michael Newie

Independent
No information available as at time of printing.

Daniel McCarthy

Independent
45 year-old McCarthy attended St Augustine’s college in Cairns, and then worked on the Cairns port
slipways. He has since worked as a fisherman and deckhand, spent 5 years working for the Fisheries
Department conducting surveillance, enforcement and patrolling, and now operates ‘Big Fish Down
Under’ and the Moana III charter vessel. He is a qualified Master Class IV Captain, with extensive
knowledge of the region’s fishing waters, and for the last 20 years Dan has dedicated free time to Marine
committees including several years as President of the Cairns Professional Games Fishing Association,
and chair of the Cairns Game Fishing Hall of Fame. He is also a board member of Australian Marine Park
Tourism Operators and sits on the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority Tourism and Recreational
Advisory Committee. Daniel has been heavily involved in the Coral Sea zoning issues and will bring
unprecedented marine experience to Parliament.

Kurt Pudniks

The Greens
Pudniks grew up in Brinsmead and
moved to Canberra to obtain a Bachelor
of Engineering and Bachelor of Science
from the Australian National University. He
worked as an engineer for the Australian
Navy for almost 10 years and now runs his
own company focused on IT development,
particularly training young people in Far
North Queensland.

Brad Tassell

Peter Leonard Rogers

Pauline Hanson’s One Nation
A Cairns small businessman for 35
years.

Katter’s Australian Party
Tassell was born in Mount Isa, before raising his own family of three and beginning a successful management
career spanning over 25 years, across both Australia and Papua New Guinea. He co-launched Australasia Pacific
Sports Marketing (APSM) providing
consultancy services to remotelybased regions for sporting activities. He
has worked with APSM to encourage
increased business and infrastructure
for communities in Northern Australia
and PNG.

Thank You!
…to all who turned up to Colin
Jeanes’ special day on the 5th June
2016 at the Kuranda C.W.A. Hall.
Thanks to all who helped on that day, his live
wake and a chance for him to say farewell.
Also those that couldn’t make it and their well
wishes. A special thanks to Ken Wright who
spoke for Col on the day. It was very much
appreciated from all the family.
Col now has gone on his next journey, which
he has been looking forward to for a long time
now. He passed away on the 23rd June 2016
at the Palliative Care Unit at the Gordonvale
Hospital. A big thanks to all for your support.
There will be a service in Kuranda to be advised
at St Saviour’s Anglican Church, Kuranda.
God Bless from Carol and family

Profile of the Electorate
Over 80% of the population of Leichhardt lives in the Cairns
metropolitan area, most of which lies within the boundaries
of Leichhardt. The area of the electorate extends north
from Cairns along the ‘Marlin Coast’ between the Atherton
Tablelands and the sea to Mossman, before spreading out
to include Cape York north of the Mitchell River and all of
the Torres Strait islands. Covers 148,988 sq.kms, an area
more than twice the size of Tasmania.
Background
Leichhardt has generally been a Labor held seat, but it has
become something of a bellwether electorate, coinciding
with who formed government at every election since 1972,
with the notable exception of 2010 when Entsch returned
from his premature retirement.
Leichhardt has a history of sitting members building
a strong personal following, demonstrated in 1998 when
Entsch kept the anti-coalition swing down to 0.5%, the
smallest in the state. Entsch increased his majority in both
2001 and 2004, but with his retirement in 2007, there was
a swing to Labor of 14.3%, Jim Turnour gaining the seat for
Labor. With Entsch’s return in 2010, the swing to the LNP
was an above Queensland average 8.8% with a further 1.1%
added in 2013. Info courtesy of AEC.
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Cohousing is NOT
a Retirement Village
By Garth Owen

One of the most common questions I get asked about cohousing is how it differs
from a retirement home or village.

Retirement villages, which cater solely for elderly people, go by many
names. They can be lifestyle villages, lifestyle resorts, lifestyle communities,
lifestyle estates, retirement resorts, retirement communities, retirement estates
or retirement homes. The most common of these in Queensland are retirement
villages for the over 55s, manufactured home villages for the over 50s and rental
villages for the over 50s.
Retirement villages (such as Carinya) have their own legislation, manufactured
home villages (such as Savannah) come under the Manufactured Homes Act and
rental villages (such as Village Life) are managed under tenancy legislation.
As you can see, the space doesn’t lack legislation, most of which seems to have
been designed to protect the operator and not the resident. Most privately run
retirement villages have some sort of deferred departure tax or levy and most of
the State run ones require a large deposit or bond.
The net result is that when you leave these villages, whether head first or feet
first, you will never get all your money back.
Manufactured homes villages typically lease the land to you and you have your
house built on it, usually by the operator. You don’t own the land and you can’t
raise a mortgage; your weekly site payment, the equivalent of a body corporate fee,
typically contains a rental component. If the operator goes bust you are free to lift
your house off the slab and take it somewhere else but good luck with that. You are
however able to sell to someone over 50.
All of the foregoing can be greatly injurious to your wealth.
Cohousing people are freely associating residents of a community title
subdivision. People in our cohousing village will own their own freehold block of
land and the house they build on it and they will own a share in the common land
and facilities. They will be able to have a mortgage on the house and to borrow
money to build it if they wish. Everyone is free to come and go as they choose and
to sell to whom they choose. The residents manage their village themselves and
maintain the common-use facilities within their own timescale.
Another major difference is that cohousing residents can come from all agegroups and to be truly sustainable this is imperative. Some villages cater mostly
for seniors and some are mostly intergenerational, but that’s organised by the
residents themselves. If you don’t want kids around you can find a cohousing
group with mostly seniors and vice versa. People typically join the village group
they feel most at home in.
Our next workshop is 10th July, 10am to 12.30pm. “Getting to Yes”
with Annabel Muis. Consensus decision making: learn how it works.
All welcome. RSVP 4093 9926 or 0419 624 940. Also an Open day
from 1.00pm to 4.30pm. All welcome, including potential residents,
renters and angel investors.

Celebrating NAIDOC DAY with
• The Bama Dayal Dancers
• Come and try your hand at
traditional weaving
with the ladies.

Local Band
“ZENNITH”
will be playing

BBQ LUNCH

THE FAMILY FUN DAY is a Grog Free community event to bring
families and community together for a day of fun and enjoyment.
There will be displays, games, races, tug of war and other activities.
There will be input from a range of services, agencies, clubs and
groups including:–
DNTAC, Ngoonbi Co-operative Projects (Sport and Rec, Youth at Risk,
HACC), QIFVLS, TCASS, CST, Youth Link, Street to Home, Kuranda
Justice Group, Kuranda Neighbourhood Centre, Community Health,
JCU, Cairns TAFE and Headspace.
Special thanks to Kuranda Media Association, Kuranda Medical
Centre and Kuranda District State College for ongoing support of
this event.

BUS PICK UP: Kowrowa and Mantaka
First bus 9.30am
Second bus 10.00am
(Two trips only)
Transport from Koah available on request –
please contact Marg at KNC

For further information or to contribute to the event please contact
Ceri or Marg on 4093 8933 at the Kuranda Neighbourhood Centre
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– ADVERTISEMENT –

As this long election campaign draws to a close, I wanted to highlight my
priorities for the next three years if I am fortunate enough to be re-elected as
the Member for Leichhardt.
I’ll safeguard our incredible natural assets – and the jobs they generate –
through unprecedented protections for the Great Barrier Reef, and through
investing in eradication of Yellow Crazy Ants in the areas adjacent to our Wet
Tropics World Heritage Area.
I know that these invasive ants are a serious environmental threat,
an agricultural pest and a risk to community safety, local economies and
residents’ quality of life.
Our commitment will build on almost $4 million of existing support to
tackle Yellow Crazy Ants. This includes 10 Green Army teams working on
the ground to assist controlling these problem ants next to the Wet Tropics
World Heritage Area.
Our funding commitment includes $7.5 million of dedicated funding
over three years under the National Landcare Programme for Yellow Crazy
Ant and tramp ant control activities in Far North Queensland, including
detection, baiting and monitoring, with a view to eradication of Yellow Crazy
Ant infestations adjacent to the Wet Tropics World Heritage Area over the
longer term.
It will also include $1.3 million from the Established Pest Animals and
Weeds Initiative to build the skills and capabilities amongst landholders and
key agricultural and industry organisations to undertake detection, early
intervention and management of tramp ants such as Yellow Crazy Ants.
I would like to again commend Kuranda Envirocare and the Russett Park
community for your extensive, ongoing and effective work in monitoring,
baiting and controlling Yellow Crazy Ant infestations. There is no doubt that
without your efforts, we would be in a far worse place right now.
Our other commitments to the environment:
• $120,000 for Tangaroa Blue to continue to work to reduce marine debris
• $150,000 for Cassowary protection

• $1.3 million for the Citizens of the Great Barrier Reef global awareness and
fundraising project
• $150,000 for the Run for the Reef initiative, expanding the event beyond
Port Douglas to Cairns, Townsville and further afield
• $6 million for an additional control vessel to tackle crown-of-thorns
starfish between Cairns and Lizard Island
Improvements in social infrastructure and key programmes will make our
communities stronger and more resilient:
• $1.5 million for Stage 1 of the COUCH Cancer Help & Wellness Centre
• $25 million to address domestic violence in Indigenous communities
• $40,000 for Cooktown District Community Centre’s ‘Social Enterprise
Training Café’
• $60,000 to enable The Junction Clubhouse mental health facility to install
a commercial kitchen
Our new industry in tropical sports conditioning will see more investment
in sports facilities, attracting training squads and getting young people into
healthy activities:
• $50,000 for the Wangetti Trail Concept Plan
• $2.7 million for the Cairns Hockey Association redevelopment
• $1.5 million for the Cairns Basketball expansion
I’ll continue to support development that will create jobs and grow our
businesses, and focus on implementation of our Northern Australia vision:
• $24 million to upgrade the Cairns Marine Precinct
• $6.7 million towards the Port Douglas Water Reservoir
• $42.6 million towards sealing the remainder of the Hann Highway
• $825,000 for a Lakeland Downs water feasibility study
• $20 million Business, Jobs and Investment package
• $10 million for the Cairns Innovation Centre
• Funding for new mobile phone infrastructure at Weipa, Mt Carbine, Cape
Tribulation and Wonga Beach

Vote 1 WARREN ENTSCH
EXPERIENCED • DEDICATED • EFFECTIVE
Authorised by Warren Entsch MP, 200 Mulgrave Road, Cairns Qld 4870
THE KURANDA PAPER
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Food For Life kicks off!
A BIG THANK YOU to everyone who helped support us in getting our

caravan up and running so the Food For Life, free feeding program could begin.
Many locals came forward with donations of time and money to bring this
program to life. We would like to take this opportunity to give an extra special
thank you to Mick Durrant who dedicated so much of his time, skills and tools in
the fit out of the caravan.
We had our first event last week at the Korowa Hall. Teaming up with the lovely
ladies at Youth Link Kuranda, we helped provide a fun afternoon of games and art
for the kids. We took the caravan down, which had the kids super excited.
A healthy and nutritious meal of vegetarian fried balls with home made tomato
chutney and rice was provided, which to the surprise of most of us, they gobbled
up. The program will continue every second Wednesday afternoon.
This week we are preparing vegetarian spaghetti “meat” balls and mango
smoothies.
A recent talk with the ladies down at the Seventh Day Adventist church in
Kuranda has also lined up a weekly feeding program for the children there, which
is set to begin after the school holidays.
Thanks to the lovely people at REAP Cairns we are receiving a donation of fruit
and vegetables fortnightly, from which we are donating any extra produce to the
Kuranda Neighbourhood Centre.
We will also be packaging up some special meals for them to store in their
fridge for any hungry mouths.
With the programs increasing by the week we could really use any extra support
to keep the program running. In particular donations of fruit, rice and pasta (egg
free) are needed but anything you can spare, be it food items or money to purchase
food items will help keep this program alive.
Our GoFundMe page is still active: https://www.gofundme.com/
FoodForLife108 for monetary donations or you can email krishnaskitchen108@
gmail.com or call us on 0497 701 024.
We also keep our Facebook page up to date with our activities, so if you want to
see what we are up to and other ways in which you can help out just like our page:
Food For Life NQ.
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Focus on Kuranda
Kuranda residents who are on Facebook have been treated to many wonderful
photographic images shared by members of the new Facebook group Focus on
Kuranda Photography Group initiated by local resident Liz Tonkin. The group
aims to share images of Kuranda and the immediate region and is open to
anyone – resident or visitor. It’s also open to photographers from beginners to
professional and using any kind of medium from fancy cameras to smart phones.
The Moderator of the page will advise The Kuranda Paper of the photograph
that has received the most ‘‘likes” in the previous month, and it will be published
in the paper.
This month’s photo is “Millipede with Hitchhikers” by Alan Henderson.
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This paper has had a report in the last week from
someone who was bailed up by pig-dogs in the Top
of the Range/Black Mountain Road area. They
feared for their safety and escaped from the attack
only because they were an adult and not a child.
Free running domestic dogs are responsible for
many deaths every year – mostly sheep and smaller
dogs but occasionally people. Mostly adults, but
not always: 36% have been children. There have
been 33 human deaths in Australia over the last 30
years from dog attacks.
Pig-dogs are particularly bad because they are
used to working as a team. Some will confront
and hold their prey’s attention while others are
attacking from behind. But they don’t need to be
pig-dogs: virtually any domesticated dog when
allowed to join a group of free running mates
will behave similarly. They behave in a way their
owners would never believe.
There is a small group in Kuranda who allow
their dogs to run free and not on a leash. Others
have the dog on a leash but the leash is not being
held. As if this fooled anyone. The owners seem
to be protesting that their dog’s freedom to crap
where they like and to annoy and scare whom they
like is being infringed unfairly. They forget that the
rest of us non dog-owners have rights of freedom
too. Importantly we have the right to feel safe.
Many of us are dog lovers who choose not to own
one in this environment.
No-one has any problem with a dog being
allowed to run freely on its owner’s property,
provided that property is fenced and secure,
but there are far too many streets in Kuranda
where one is not able to walk without fear of
being attacked or bitten. A dog which thinks it is
defending its property, even when that property is
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the open road, is a different animal from the one
its owner sees.
Many of us are responsible dog lovers who
understand that we have a duty of care to the rest
of society and to our pets. Our dogs are registered,
de-sexed, microchipped and wear collars. If they
stray and are found they can be easily returned to
their homes. There are others though whose dogs
are a perpetual nuisance and cause of anxiety to
the rest of us. It is hard to see why they should be
able to own a dog unless they, and it, behave in an
acceptable way.
Mission Beach resident Ingrid Marker has
reason to know about stray dogs. She has had seven
cassowaries mauled and destroyed on her property
by neighbours’ dogs. She herself has been attacked
in her own kitchen by the dogs and occasionally has
been unable to leave her house because of them.
Her shire council cannot protect her from attacks
largely because of weak governmental regulations
and an apparent desire to put the owner’s rights
above hers as a complainant.
Ingrid has had many conversations with state
and local politicians on the subject of responsible
dog ownership and has initiated a petition which
will come online within a week or two. The petition
will call for a Federal law change to ensure that dog
owners have an obligation to ensure their dogs are
registered, microchipped and, unless owned by a
registered breeder, de-sexed.
Those who want to learn more about what
Ingrid is doing and the state of her petition can
go to her Facebook page, Cassowary Keystone
Conservation. In the meantime, if you are bothered
by wandering dogs or feel threatened, please call
the Mareeba Shire Council and speak to a customer
service officer. Your complaint will be followed up.
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Full Steam Ahead
Congratulations to Mary Callahan, on attaining a Cert III in Business
Administration. After many years of absence from the workforce, Bridget Holmes
at Jobfind decided the best way to help Mary gain employment would be a gradual
introduction back into studying whilst being assisted by Newstart. Mary’s goal was
to attend the Skills for Education and Employment Program (SEE) in Kuranda three
days a week.
“It (SEE) was a great experience, I was able to clear out the cobwebs, brush up
on my computer skills, improve my typing speed and learn business administration.
Perseverance, and the dedication of my two trainers, Sue Muller and Melanie McKay
of the Learning Workshop, made all the difference. In the process, I met some good
people who made me feel welcome and be a part of something.”
Skills for Education Employment (SEE) is a federally funded government
program designed to assist jobseekers to gain skills and employment. It is a flexible
program adapted to meet the needs of each individual; each person will go at their
own pace and in their chosen subject.
Mary was also fortunate, and grateful, to recently participate in a two-week
structured work experience program, courtesy of Michele Paterson, at the office of
The Professionals (Real Estate) Kuranda. She was able to gain a valuable insight into
the real estate industry, due largely to Carrina Gill who worked closely with Mary to
introduce her to the wide range of administration tasks in a real estate office.
Mary has since been offered casual work with the Professionals Kuranda, and has
commenced a Certificate in Sales and Property Management in Real Estate. Mary
will also continue to attend the SEE office, and look for further employment locally.
Mary (centre), surrounded by well-wishers (left to right) Delvene, Sam, Sue,
Melanie, and Natalie.

VELLCOM
Electrical Services

Pty
Ltd

• Domestic
• Commercial
• Industrial
Electrical
Computer Network Cabling
Telephone Cabling
Alarm Installations
ELECTRICIAN – Steve Vella
LIC. NO. 60287

Phone 0439 875 433

Email stevevella4@gmail.com

KURANDA HIRE
EARTHWORX

Get a “FREE Quote” today on your
Driveways, Building Sites, Dams, Culverts,
Landscaping, Rock Works, Bush/Sports
Tracks, Horse Arena’s and More!

ASK US ABOUT OUR
EASY “INTEREST FREE”
PAYMENT TERMS
“For the best quality Landscape Supplies and Raw Materials you can
count on Kuranda Landscape Supplies and Raw Materials.”
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We are located at 45 Myola Rd
@ KURANDA LANDSCAPE SUPPLIES
AND RAW MATERIALS
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8 BALL UPDATE
Kuranda 8 Ball started the year strongly when we co-hosted
the North Queensland City -v- Country at Atherton in
February. This annual tournament attracts several hundred
of the North’s best players. High Country (Tablelands/
Kuranda) came third. We’ve also had trials for representation
status in the FNQ and NQ. Many people don’t realise
that from a competitive game in the Kuranda weekly
competition, you gain access to International and World
tournaments. Our main competitive season for the year has
just started. If you want to learn a new table sport using
chess-like thinking and play a game every Tuesday night,
we’d love to hear from you. We especially need more female
players to make us 50/50! Join now for $20/year. Contact
Mark Freeman on 4093 8827.

YOGA FOR ALL
Aileen Downs

Registered Yoga Teacher
p. 07 4093 7401
m. 0419 726 955
e. aileen.downs@bigpond.com

Nick’s Pool
Service
Your local pool
man in Kuranda
For all your pool and spa needs
• CLEANING
• SERVICING
• REPAIRS
• MAINTENANCE
• POOL EQUIPMENT SALES
• CHEMICAL SALES
• ADVICE
Call Nick and Susan on

0414 644 230/4093 8124
allspaandpool@gmail.com
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QLD SELF DEFENCE &
TAEKWONDO ACADEMY

Q.S.D.T.A.
Leaders in Self
Defence Training

Self Defence –
So Easy
• Internationally Certified
Instructor (ITF)
• Non-contact training
policy
• Traditional Tae Kwon Do
• Practical self-defence
training
• Family discounts
available
• First lesson FREE

FREECALL 1800 649 549 or Jeff Dieben 0437 438 196
www.queensland-selfdefence.com.au

CWA HALL KURANDA
Tuesday & Thursday 6.30pm-8.00pm
July 2016
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Coming from the same region and
remarkably look-alike foliage but related more
to the genus Zingerber is Cornukaempferia
aurantiflora, a small rhizomatous perennial
again dying back in the cooler months. With
its magnificent foliage and stunning orange
flowers and requiring the same cultivation,
this treasure is sometimes available locally.

J

ULY and with the nights cooling down, it is time to take stock of existing
plantings and plan for changes to or extension of garden beds. Leisurely
walks around your neighbourhood and observation of town plantings
will help determine what does well in your area. Unfortunately, much
time, effort and money is wasted on plants unsuitable for your garden
unless conditions of soil, drainage, light and shade and growing temperature range
are considered as well as plant growth at maturity.
As residents of a unique environment, there is also an obligation to avoid plants
that may prove a threat by seed dispersal, suckering or too rapid growth, or be inimical
to native fauna. It is imperative that garden waste is not dumped on roadside verges
as the prevalence of Syngonium podophyllum or Lizard’s tail proves, with its ease of
propagation from the smallest eyed cut and already present in many wooded areas.
Unfortunately, most nurseries are still selling various coloured forms of this
invasive species which reverts if planted out and achieves maturity.

Q & A: Dear Sonia, Thank
you for the pic. The climber is most likely
Tecomanthe hillii, the Fraser Island Creeper
or Roaring Meg. This is probably one of the
more spectacular native climbing plants with
its brilliant pinkish to 8cm long flowers. The
flowers are produced in large umbels on
bare mature woody stems. Fast growing and
flowering in winter, positioning needs to be
considered to appreciate the flowers.
Sometimes available is the closely related,
similarly flowered Tecomanthe dendrophila,
Forest Bell Creeper or New Guinea Trumpet
Vine.

PLANT OF THE MONTH: Kaempferia, the Peacock gingers, with a near 100
species are small, tropical, herbaceous perennials. Of easy cultivation, dying back
in the cooler months, these outstanding low growing foliage plants are possibly the
answer to the colder climate’s crocus as a harbinger of Spring. In fact, K. parviflora
has been given the common name of the Asian crocus.

These surprisingly tough plants make excellent potted subjects requiring fertile
well drained mix and most all will thrive, spreading slowly, in dappled light in sheltered
garden positions. Care should be taken to mark their placement during dormancy.
Grown for their stunningly patterned foliage in pewters, silvers, maroon and green,
almost like peacock feathers, they appear to shimmer in some lights. Lavender flowers
with a white eye appear on short stalks either before or early in their emergence
from winter dormancy. With species very similar in foliage patterning and extensive
hybridizing, nomenclature is somewhat contested.
Kaempferia galanga is used as a tasty culinary herb in certain Asian cuisines. It
is used in cooking similarly to Alpinia galanga. With its plain green leaves and white
flowers it grows rapidly, making an attractive display.

Dear Greg, No, the plant you
brought back from Sydney is not a
begonia but Saxifraga stolonifera.
This perennial flowering plant has
many common names, including
creeping saxifrage, strawberry
saxifrage, the strawberry begonia
or strawberry geranium. Native to
Asia it has been widely introduced
to other countries, mainly for
use as an ornamental houseplant
or striking ground cover quickly
multiplying from plantlets on the
end of stolons. There are even rarer
more impressive forms with white
and pink splashed leaves. Requiring
a rich well-drained potting mix and
light shade, your plant, requiring
a milder climate to do well, may
struggle through the heat and high
humidity of our summer months.
Dear
Cath,
Selaginella
the
electric
wilderhovii,
fern or moonlight fern is
neither a fern nor a moss
and once established can be
very rampant. Developing
root-like feet on moist soil,
cuttings with these may be
detached and lightly covered
with leaf litter and kept wellwatered. Propagation is also
from strobilus, the hard tips
produced on mature fronds
which are akin to fern spores.

For plant sourcing, identification or
general gardening questions,
contact Alectura C/- Kuranda Paper
or email alectura2015@bigpond.com
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Kur-World

FoE Kuranda

Friends of the Earth Kuranda is proud to be an affiliated organisation of the
Kuranda Region Planning Group, a network of community groups, concerned
residents and wildlife experts working for the best possible planning outcomes
for the environment and the people in the Kuranda region.
Much concern has been expressed about Kur-World – a planned
satellite suburb/mega resort in Myola which would double the population
in the Myola/Kuranda area.
The development is already reported to have adversely affected the
water quality in the nearby creeks, home to the endangered Myola frog.
To find out more, come along to the next KRPG meeting at the Kuranda
Recreation Centre, Fallon Road, on Sunday 17th July at 12.00 noon. This
is an open meeting for all groups and individuals in Kuranda wanting to
protect our area’s culture and wildlife.

NEXT MEETING

Wednesday 13th July
6.00pm at Cyber Cafe
ALL WELCOME
For more information
call Sarah on 4085 0054

Meet The Candidates

Friends of the Earth Kuranda’s Meet the Candidates forum produced a lively discussion on
a wide range of topics including:
• Coal Seam Gas mining
• Offshore detention of boat people
• Adani coal mine
• The recent ordering of twelve submarines from France for $50 billion by the
government
• Climate change
• Recent bleaching events on the Great Barrier Reef
We were encouraged by the broad overlap of the opinions of the candidates who attended
with our group. Many thanks to Senate candidate Mary Beth Gundrum of the Renewable
Energy Party and Leichhardt candidates, Sharryn Howes of the Australian Labor Party
(ALP) and Kurt Pudniks (of the Greens) for participating.
As Joon Graham, Friends of the Earth Kuranda member and long-term resident said,
“We have had enough of the oppositional politics of the past. There is no time for that. We
must all work together to save our environment before it is too late”.
All federal Leichhardt candidates, including those who could not come or whose contact
details we had too late, were sent a questionnaire on the topics covered in the forum. Please
see the table below for replies of the three candidates who responded:

Kuranda Yellow Crazy Ant Taskforce
A HUGE THANKS to the owners of Rainforestation, Pip and
Charles Woodward, who kindly donated $500 plus two family passes
to Rainforeststation and The Australian Butterfly Sanctuary. The
donations will be used as prizes for YCA fundraising and to support the
Kuranda YCA Taskforce.
We would also like to thank Robert Oster Signature Inks who has
donated some beautiful ink and pens to the cause.
Community support has been outstanding in the fight against YCA in
Kuranda. Keep up the awesome work Kuranda EnviroCare & Kuranda
Yellow Crazy Ant Taskforce.

General Manager, Chris Grantham handed over the passes to Sylvia Conway,
the YCA Taskforce Coordinator.

www.farmall.net.au

Gutter Guard

57 Douglas Track,
Speewah 40930835

Protect your family, Clean up your water!
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Supplied and installed or DIY kits available.
Call for a free quote today
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Amphitheatre News
Kuranda Amphitheatre News
June 2016

Welcome to new KAS members!

RnB night with DJ Lynette provided
some fantastic upbeat music. This
was a very successful
fund
raising
event
with all funds raised
assisting the venue
in hosting the annual
NAIDOC
celebrations
on Thursday July 7th.
Community NAIDOC Celebrations
will be another big day with live
music, art, community Kup Muri,
traditional song and
dance, and much much
more. So keep this date
in your calendar folks
and come along and
celebrate! (see page 17)
The new top car park is ready for
planting and the venue gardens
need weeding!
WORKING BEE
SUNDAY 3rd JULY
from 11:00 am
Lunch & refreshments provided!
Many hands mean light work, so
even an hour is of great assistance.
Plans and drawings are currently
underway for a new gatehouse

Miyako (Mia) Masaki Performance Artist, Kuranda

and we hope to see these come to
fruition throughout the year.
Again a huge thank you to the
JOBFIND CREW who, alongside
Lance, Jackson and Greg, have
worked tirelessly to make our
community venue a better
and ever-changing place.
The venue now has paved
access from the main
entrance to the stalls and
Top Pavilion areas, making
it easier for disabled and
elderly patrons to attend outdoor
functions.
It’s that time again...
2016 KAS Membership
Forms are available from
the Honey House. The
form and fee can be left
at the Honey House for
collection.

Miyako, together with DJ husband Satoshi and their three children, travelled
the world searching for the best place to live and bring up their children.
They now live here in Kuranda.
Miyako is originally from Fukuoka, Kyushu, one of Japan’s southern islands.
She was living with her family close to an earthquake zone at the time of
the tsunami. Although not directly effected,
it was warning enough for them to begin
their search for a place to establish a safer
more natural organic lifestyle. Together they
travelled the world, and decided Australia
Miyako Masaki
was the best place. Naturally they moved to
the best part of Australia, FNQ, and settled in
our village in the rainforest, Kuranda!
Kuranda Amphitheatre
Miyako has been acting since age 17. Studying
Society Inc.
at drama schools in Fukuoka and Tokyo, where
she did a variety of acting jobs from TV drama
to commercials. It was then that she met
Sunday 24th July, 4 pm.
husband to be Satoshi, and they got married
TOP PAVILION
“straight away”. Miyako says Satoshi is a great
DJ and an superb baker. The family have been
Miyako at the Kuranda Markets in Kuranda for a year now, with children at the
local schools. Satoshi, an accomplished global DJ, had always wanted to come
The Amphitheatre is a multipurpose community arts
to Australia. The family now enjoy their dream of a more natural lifestyle, while
venue voluntarily managed by the people of Kuranda since
still indulging in their creative interests, drama, dance and music.
its inception in the late 1970s and still powering ahead
In Miyako’s case this includes her involvement with the “Centre For Australasian
over 35 years later. Volunteering your time ensures its
Theatre” (CFAT). CFAT is putting on a cabaret show titled “Cargo Club #3”. It
sustainability. Get Membership Forms from:
is a cultural trading story
www.kurandaamphitheatre.org or
with performers from all
“The Honey House”, Therwine Street, Kuranda.
over the world. It’s a
For all enquiries please go to www.
multicultural affair delving
kurandaamphitheatre.org
into past, present and
or email: support@kurandaamphithre.zendesk.com
Miyako & friend Kei at
Support enquiries are accessed on a daily basis.
future cultural interplay
with plenty of music and the Japanese Tea House
dance from every where and when.
Cargo Club #3 will be performed
on the 15th. of July, at 7:30 pm, at
the Jute Theatre complex (giant jelly
beans outside). For further information Didgerizoo Music Arts Culture Festival - see also Music Page 14.
CFAT performers rehearsing for “Cargo Club #3”
see www.australasiantheatre.org.
Program: The first two days will focus on family vibes and creation with workshops,
Miyako would love to see her fellow live bands, tribal dance feeding the family atmosphere before Saturday turning
Cargo Club #3 ~ Welcome Home
Kurandans at the show, so please come in some full flight electronic sounds for all of the more seasoned festival goers.
Welcome Home to CARGO CLUB where past, present
along and support local talent, as well as Includes 3 days of camping (with amenities), market stalls,
and future align in a global performance club of retro
having a jolly good
workshops and entertainment. Limited capacity so make
and futurist technologies, spoken words, ancient rituals,
time. See you at
sure you get your early birds to save some cash!
live art, cool tunes and fluid improvisation. Catharsis
the show...
Artist, stall and volunteer applications are open!!

Japan Week 2016
presented by

Dr. Nao Nakanishi,
Woody Wason, Mr. Ken Hirase,
& Ms. Tomoko Segawa
Mon July 4: Koto, Tea & Calligraphy
Tue July 5: Koto, Zen & Calligraphy
Wed July 6: Didgeridoo & Koto

Admission - FREE
Monday 4th to Wednesday 6th July
10:00 am to 12:00 noon
Kuranda Neighbourhood Centre
6 Rob Vievers Drive, 4093 8933

Email: knc@qld.chariot.net.au
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All is Art

This July we have a multicultural
cabaret, NAIDOC celebrations, Japan
Week, Didgerizoo’s arts/culture fest,
and Michael & Pat’s international story
telling carpet-ride. We are fortunate
to be immersed in such a diversity of
cultures, arts and ideas. Surely this is
the stuff of world peace, this coming
together to celebrate our diversity
and exchange ideas. Let’s hope our
new government sees this, and is not
blinded by greed. Choose wisely this
election, Art lovers - seren.

GENERAL MEETING

Didgerizoo! A

C

has never been so easy or so much fun for the whole
family.
Embracing global themes and global citizens, CARGO
CLUB is a relaxed theatre experience of unexpected
beauty, passion, and multilingual expressions of
human happiness and great world sadness..
Japanese, Indonesian, Dutch, English, Spanish, Italian,
Tetun, Papua New Guinean or Google-Translate
available. BYO dictionary and selfie-stick.
Dress Code: Mystery Guest, Evening dress/Black tie,
beach wear.
VERY FUN! ~ SO AMAZE! ~ MUCH LAUGH!
http://centre-of-contemporary-arts-cairns.com.au/
events/index.php?we_objectID=555

KAS ADMIN TEAM

Please email manipulatedmolecule92@gmail.com
Early bird tickets - 50 @ $70 each + $5 fee.
First round tickets - 100 @ $90 each + $5 fee.
Venue:
Homerule Second round tickets - $100 each + $5 fee.
On gate price - $120.
Rainforest Children under 12 FREE.
Lodge,
10% of ticket sales go to Beyond Blue charity
Rossville Includes 3 days of camping (with amenities),
market stalls, workshops and entertainment.
http://www.islandtix.com.au/5816-didgerizoo-2016-music-culture-arts-festival/
The Didgerizoo fundraiser at the Koah Hall was a great success and has helped
fund the Didgerizoo Festival immensely! Thank you everyone for your support KTown Crew.

The Way of Story ~3
Welcome to the third series of the Way
of Story with storytellers Pat Chong and
Michael Quinn.
Examine the proposition that far from being
Wise Man we are the story-telling animal
whose stories have taken us to the moon and
the depths of the oceans, but made us the
world’s most dangerous predator, a danger
not only to ourselves and others but to life on
Earth.
We shall consider the hero’s quest, the
relationship between dreams and myth
and whether there are seven basic plots
Storyteller Michael Quinn
underlying all the stories humans tell each
other. Come on a magic carpet ride.
Beginning Saturday 16th July 2016 from 1. 30 pm till 4.30 pm and on
the following Saturdays:
23 July, 30 July, 6 August, 20 August, 27 August, 3 September.
Venue: 35 Cadagi Drive, Russet Park. Please park on the road.
Bookings: contact Gail 40937720 or wailsey@westnet.com.au.

Homerule

The Falls at “Homerule” - photo by seren starlight
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YAK YAK YAK

Youth Arts Kuranda @ Festival Cairns Grand Parade

Kuranda Writers in Tropical Writers Festival
“The biennial Cairns Tropical Writers Festival program for the 12-14 August is
twice the size as in previous years, and is for readers and thinkers as much as it
is for writers,” said festival programmer Eve Stafford.
“While we have national figures such as Magda Szubanski coming, several
Kuranda authors and poets are listed among the many writers from the far
north presenting,” Ms Eve Stafford added.
“The festival includes the region’s only Local Book Fair, so any Kuranda
authors who have books, or who want to launch a new book at the Fair, should
be in touch,” Ms Stafford said.
“We’ve also got a new Identity stream to showcase the far north’s
Indigenous culture, nature and the environment, history and cultural diversity
storytelling.”
“While books have not gone out of fashion, different kinds of publishing
are based on new technology platforms. The festival will feature the most
popular bloggers of the region to show how they have achieved their successful
following in the tens of thousands via Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest,
podcasts and online learning.
“The best way to receive the full program when it is launched in early July is
to subscribe to the free newsletter at www.CairnsTropicalWritersFestival.com.
Enquiries: Eve Stafford 4093 7434

Each year, a highlight of the Festival Cairns program is the Grand Parade. It is a
free twilight community celebration along the esplanade that attracts upwards of
20,000 spectators.
Last year, YAK YAK YAK Youth Arts Kuranda worked with Danny Simony and
with the FNQ homeschoolers. They entered the parade and won their section with
impressive ‘organic cyborg’ costumes and the many smiling faces of homeschooled
young people from across FNQ.
This year YAK YAK YAK invites interested people in the Kuranda community
to join them in the 2016 Cairns Festival Grand Parade on August 27th at the
Cairns Esplanade. In preparation for the parade they will host two community
workshops at the Koah Hall (August 6 & 22). Everybody is welcome to join these
workshops and the subsequent parade entry.
Justine Schlicht and Kellie McBride, co-founders of YAK YAK YAK look
forward to creating a bold, bright parade entry that celebrates young people and
the wonderful extended Kuranda community.
Kellie says, “Our workshops are an easy way to get creative as a whole family,
it’s a great way to meet new people and spend time together. We’ve witnessed
some beautiful moments as parents and their children problem solve together to
design and make costumes. The world is so busy and scheduled, it’s nice to just
make stuff and have fun.”
The overall theme for the 2016 parade is ‘The Colours Of Us’. YAK have
some great design concepts ready to go, their aim... recycle, repurpose, make
noise, look fabulous, have fun. To this end they will share some easy drumming
rhythms, simple fabrication techniques and practice some easy group formations/
choreography… the bigger, the better. No experience is necessary.
YAK welcome babes in arms and littlies in strollers. No bicycles, but big kids on
rollerblades and scooters are welcome in the parade if their skill level is exceptional
(safety first). They are asking a nominal fee of $15 per family or $8 for individuals.
This fee covers both workshops.
All are welcome, please note, children under 14 are to be accompanied by an
adult caregiver at the workshops and during the parade.
Looking ahead to the September school holidays, Justine and Kellie will be
facilitating a three-day intensive workshop to provide young people with theatre
and story making skills. The workshops will cater for three age groups (5-7, 8-10
and 11-14yrs) and will culminate in a mini showcase to celebrate new skills and
creative partnerships.
For details and to register your interest in these and other initiatives of YAK
YAK YAK Youth Arts Kuranda, please find them on Facebook or visit the blog
www.youthartskuranda.weebly.com alternatively, text Kellie on 0404206788.
Photo below: YAK YAK YAK Youth Arts Kuranda with their winning entry,
Festival Cairns Parade 2015. Photo credit: Susie Armytage.

B & P MINIMACHINES
 Dingo Contractor  Wet and dry hire
 4 in 1 bucket with leveler  Trencher
 Post hole borer and concrete mixer bowl
 Power rake  Landscaping
 Yard cleans  Driveway repairs

Brad Martin

0407 900 759

minimachines@bigpond.com
Speewah
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KURANDA GIG GUIDE
SATURDAY 2ND JULY
Koah Hall
KURANDA ROOTS FESTIVAL
FUNdraiser
++ STAUNCH ++
4’20 SOUND ft. BAPTISTE
RUDEKAT SOUNDSYSTEM
DUBCIDE + SHREDDER
from 4.20pm
See article this page.
******
THURSDAY 7TH JULY
Kuranda Amphitheatre
KURANDA NAIDOC DAY
12 noon – 5.00pm
See article page 17
******

SATURDAY 16TH JULY

The Billabong
RUMBLE IN THE JUNGLE 4
++ ETERNAL REST ++
KNIGHTS OF AKASHA
Gates Open 4.20pm - 2.00am
******
COLLABORATIONS
FESTIVAL
22ND-25TH JULY
Music, Art & Culture
www.collaborationsfestival
******
SATURDAYS IN JULY
9TH, 16TH, 23RD & 30TH
Kuranda Original
Rainforest Markets
THE NATURAL CULTURE
11.00am - 2.00pm

Kuranda Roots Festival FUNdraiser

K

Saturday 2nd July
Koah Hall

uranda's longest running festival, the Kuranda Roots Festival is having a
Festival FUNdraiser at the Koah Hall to help raise funds towards the next
festival to be run in conjunction with Bushweek in 2017.
All Roots lovers please get along and support the Kuranda Roots Festival
FUNdraiser and their ragamuffin crew to help keep the festival alive.
Heading up the line-up are bass heavy, funk laden STAUNCH, the 4’20 Sound ft
Baptiste and senor Rudekat himself.
Keeping the home fires burning are Billy
Dread, Dubcide, Shredder, Unique (Rocky)
and Deadly Creature. Welcome to Country
with Woody Wason.
Pre-sale tickets at $30 on sale in Kuranda
at Junglist, Tantrika, and Kuranda Healing.
Bush Camping is included in the ticket price.
Buy your tickets early to be in the draw to
WIN FREE merchandise. Cairns & Kuranda
Shuttle bus available through Travel Beats.
Be sure to book your seats early to avoid
disappointment. Phone Sky 0406 534 996.
Unique (Rocky)
Licensed venue. Delicious food available.
Photo by Sixth House
Family friendly event.

The Natural Culture

4 Saturdays In July
Kuranda Original Rainforest Markets
Experience the high energy of this environmentally inspired funk soul
world explosion!
ack by popular demand, The Natural Culture return to perform at the Kuranda
Original Rainforest Markets (KORM) each Saturday during the month of July.
This young, talented seven-piece band playing an Australian blend of Funk, Soul,
Reggae, Jazz and World Music are set to entertain crowds across the world with their
energetic and engaging performances.
Fresh back from their two-month European tour the band has hit its stride. The
Natural Culture is a fresh, grounded, earth conscious, sensitive and upfront group.
They believe in culture, community and planetary unity, delivering a powerful
message through their musical diversity.
Resonating with the sounds of the past and present The Natural Culture is
inspired by musical legends and talents including Stevie Wonder, Sly and the Family
Stone, Prince, Paul Simon, and A Taste of Honey.
"Our musical ambition is to portray the beauty of the world and to do the
Photo by VAMPP
most we can to help preserve it!"
With strong commitment as a musical family, the group’s core members hold
The Natural Culture - Conrad Byrt on
decades of performance and musical experience. Comprised of drums, bass, guitar,
Trumpet, Josh Appleby on Tenor Saxophone
trumpet, tenor sax and three-part vocal harmonies. http://www.thenaturalculture.com

B

Rumble in the Jungle
The Billabong
Saturday 16th July

R

umble in the Jungle 4 is on sooner than planned! The last event with Chronolyth
was drenched with rain in true north Queensland style, but the solid core of supporters
made it no matter what. Dry and warm inside, the beer was cold and most importantly,
great music and an amazing crew, and what a night!!
Headliners Eternal Rest (Brisbane) are one of the country’s best kept secrets, but
not for long as they set out to envelop the country and beyond with their meticulous
and venomous brand of technical
ferocity. Fusing old school loyalties
with technical wizardry, Eternal
Rest are the future of Australian
Metal. Immerse yourself in their
craft and revel in their mastery! Their
immense sonic assault caught the
ear of US label Deepsend Records,
who immediately signed the band
Eternal Rest
to a deal. The end result was their
crushing debut album ‘Prophetic’.
With an interesting FNQ line up including Rhetoric Over Reality, Seems a Little
Strange and the Barefoot Belles, Rumble in the Jungle 4 welcomes back Atherton
band Snake Oyl and the Knights of Akasha from Cairns, after their recent filming with
Balcony TV.
Between the various layers of reality, the akashic field ties together the infinite wisdom
of our unconscious spiritual world. The fabric of this thread is in jeopardy, threatened by
the ignorance of humankind. The Knights of Akasha has been fashioned out of the ether
to protect the integrity of this ancient realm, pushed to search for the bold truth of our
hidden dimensions. Expressed as a four-piece progressive heavy rock outfit, be prepared
to have the Knights blow your mind! Loud, fast, melodic, and technical song writing,
blended with relentless commitment and musical diversity. Get set to feel the power of
the Knights of Akasha!
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Rhetoric Over Reality is the result of an inhumane social experiment in which 2 bored
electricians, Ray Thorogood on guitar and Aaron Patmore on drums and an Englishman,
Joe Moxon on 6-string plank with a silly accent, were locked together in a shed in
Townsville at some point during 2012.
"The philosophy behind Rhetoric Over Reality is that each member has always wanted
to write music that we would want to listen to, and that each track should push our skills as
musicians. The startling realisation that none of us can sing has forced the band to focus
on writing instrumental tracks which rely on musicianship rather than lyrics to engage the
audience and lead them on a journey. This carefully considered gamble has been surprisingly
successful, and is well received by
the public."
Seems a Little Strange is a
three-piece rock band from Cairns
who at their age should know
better. Influenced by acts such as
Iron Maiden, Metallica and Aussie
pub rock, these guys refuse to
mellow with age. Their music has
been described as 80’s metal meets
punk, meets Oz rock. Their songs
also include thought-provoking
lyrics that are guaranteed to
make you think. Lyrically, subjects
include what is important to them
all: love, grief, oppression, war,
country and fun stuff like getting
wasted. The lads bring together
many years’ experience of rocking
hard and life experiences.
The Billabong is opening their
gates earlier at 4.20pm with a Happy
Hour from 5.00 - 6.00pm. Cover
charge $20 includes camping, and a
shuttle bus from Cairns is available.
Phone Sky 0406 534 996.
THE KURANDA PAPER

Thank You Kuranda

Silversmithing with Kate Prynne

A second silversmithing workshop was recently held by
Co-op member Kate Prynne at Normanton. Four very
keen participants successfully made a beautiful bracelet.
The remote community of Normanton is keen and
appreciative to acquire the shared knowledge in many
arts practices.

Buck Has Done It Again!!!

“Magic Carpet” won the New Media Prize at the recent
Cardwell Art Show. This 1.2m x 80cm digital artwork is
printed on aluminium composite. This has been a period
of many successes for Co-Op member Buck Richardson
and he deservedly receives our congratulations.

“Common Ground” – Exhibition

Textile artworks will be featured by Kuranda Arts CoOp member Dorothy Clews in the textile exhibition
“Common Ground” exploring how our culture that
we live in, that drives our material world, affects the
natural world on which we depend. The connections and
disconnections: the attempts to conserve and repair when
the act of reparation can damage the original, changing it out of all recognition – a making and
unmaking.
Textiles touch every one of us, wrapping us, protecting us, decorating our homes, making and
remaking our environment in ways that are not always predictable. In this exhibition “Common
Ground”, Dorothy Clews, Shelley Eddleston and Karen Stevens explore the connections
we have to the environment through texture, touch, and image connecting the viewer to the land
they inhabit the Tablelands that they have made their home. A landscape is not something you
look at but something you look through.
The exhibition runs from 28th June to 31st July. Gallery hours 10.00am-4.00pm and 10.00am2.00pm Sundays.
Shelley Eddleston will be artist in residence on 13th and 20th July 10.00am-1.00pm.
Dorothy Clews will be artist in residence on 8th July, 11.00am-2.00pm and will give an artist
talk at 2.00pm.

PRISTINE
SWIMMING POOLS
A.B.N. 63 141 076 986

Local Kuranda Business
25 years experience professional service with
attention to detail • Pumps, filters and chlorinators
below RRP with free install

KURANDA • CAIRNS • TABLELANDS • CAPE
Free Quotes Call Richard on

0407 908 375

e: pristineswimmingpools@fastmail.fm

KURANDA YOGA SHALA
Kuranda’s very own yoga studio

TIMETABLE
Yoga: 10.30 -11.45 am
6.30 -7.45 pm with Terina
Tuesday
Tai Chi: 9.00 - 9.45 with Ben
Tuesday
Yoga: 10.00 -11.00 with Ben
Tuesday
Yoga: 6.30- 7.45 pm with Terina
Wednesday Yoga: 10.30 -11.45 with Terina
Thursday
Yoga: 6.30-7.45 pm with Terina
CASUAL $15, or 10 CLASS PASSES
for $100 valid 2 months
Monday

Privates and yoga therapy available
all levels welcome.
The Kuranda Yoga Shala is available for hire for like
minded workshops or events
FOR ALL ENQUIRIES

4093 8335 or 0439 805 705

email terina.dent@icloud.com( preferred)
11 Rob Veivers Drive, Kuranda 4881
(under the Cyber Cafe)

On Friday 3rd June a fundraising dinner was held
at the Kuranda Recreation Centre. Batreach and
fellow Kuranda wildlife carer Betty Timmins were
the beneficiaries of this event.
A massive thank you to Nathan Sutherland and
all involved for such a well organised, well attended
and enjoyable evening.
Thanks also to Michele, Noel and Max for
manning the Batreach stall at the recent Eco Fiesta
in Cairns…and to Maree for a generous contribution
from the Australasian Bat Society stall.
The proceeds of these events will go towards
much-needed renovations to the possum and glider
enclosures at Batreach.

PHOTOGRAPH BY HELEN DOUGLAS

These two juvenile Feathertail Gliders came into
care recently when their nest was dislodged in
windy conditions at Myola. They will soon be ready
for release back to the property from which they
came. Many thanks to the resident who rescued
them.

YOGA in MYOLA

Viniyoga is adapted to meet the needs of the individual,
everyone is special, with unique strengths and weaknesses –
so all yoga is not suitable for everybody yet most people can
benefit by practicing yoga if the yoga is adapted to suit them
specifically, for their needs. I am pleased to provide tuition
based on this Viniyoga tradition in rural Myola, on Tuesdays:

Tuesday Morning 9.00am -10.30pm and
Tuesday Evening 6.00pm -7.30pm

Limited numbers to 6 per class, $10/adult
At other times yoga classes can be booked for one, two or up
to a maximum of 6 adults at a time over 90 minutes for $70/
per booking or $35/for Local residents booking for 6 classes

Phone Pat on 40938509 or mobile 0499162550

Golden Sands

PAINTING SERVICE
Free Quote Best Quote
End of Wet Specials
Over 30 years experience
MALCOLM

0418 162 635 • 4093 8444
Lic. No. 67022
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From Global to Local to You: Environmental Initiatives in the news
NORWAY has become the first country to commit to
a zero deforestation policy. The announcement comes
two years after Norway issued a joint declaration
with Germany and the United Kingdom stating that it
would “promote national commitments that encourage
deforestation-free supply chains, including through
public procurement policies to sustainably source
commodities such as palm oil, soy, beef and timber.”
“This is an important victory in the fight to protect
the rainforest. Over the last few years, a number of
companies have committed to cease the procurement
of goods that can be linked to destruction of the
rainforest,” Nils Hermann Ranum of Rainforest
Foundation Norway, said in a statement. “Until now,
this has not been matched by similar commitments
from governments. Thus, it is highly positive that the
Norwegian state is now following suit and making the
same demands when it comes to public procurements.”
Norway has also funded projects to reduce logging
of rainforests in a number of countries incuding Brazil,
Guyana, Liberia and Peru.
Norway's announcement is the latest in a series of
impressive steps the Scandinavian country has taken
to fight deforestation, says EcoWatch. The Norwegian

government paid the South American country of
Guyana $250 million between 2011 and 2015 to stop
logging and protect its forests.
In 2015, Norway paid $1 billion to Brazil, which
is home to 60 percent of the Amazon forest, for
completing a 2008 agreement to prevent deforestation.
The investment helped save more than 33,000 square
miles of rainforest from clear-cutting; deforestation
of the Brazilian Amazon has decreased more than 75
percent over the last decade.

The partnership was lauded at the time by United
Nations Secretary General Ban Ki-moon, who called it
“one of the most impressive climate change mitigation
actions of the past decades.”
“This is an outstanding example of the kind of
international collaboration we need to ensure the
future sustainability of our planet,” he said via Mother
Earth News.
Closer to home, the Mareeba Shire Council
signed a new contract in June to save agricultural
plastic waste (including crates, farm containers and
trickle tape) from ending up in landfill.
Photo via Cnr Lenore Wyatt MSC
And now for environmental initiatives planned for
July. Running co-currently are Plastic Free July
and Plastic Bag Free July.
Both are great opportunities to concentrate on
reducing the amount of plastic waste individuals
generate and over the course of a month replace
one habit with a more earth (waterways and oceans)
friendly one. Why not give it a go?
Google Plastic Free July and Plastic Bag Free
Queensland for more tips and visit Facebook for group
events for these in July.

DOWNSIZING
Revitive circulation booster. With 4 tens pads.
New. Never out of box. As seen on TV $315 ono
Wheel rim. Genuine Ford 5 star alloy 1990-1994
series. Good condition. $80 ono
Sanyo Microwave. EM S258TV 21 litre 800
watt. Hardly used. 2yr old. $100 ono
Electrolux vacuum cleaner. Good working
order. Plus attachments/power head $60 ono
Computer. Tsunami brand. HD audio loaded with
Windows 10. Tower only $90 ono
Computer monitor. Dell. 48cm screen.
Adjustable height/angle. $45 ono
Queensize quilted bedspread. Near new
condition. Pinks/blues/greens. $50 ono
Electrical items. Heated hand-held massager
with extra heads. Sunbeam frypan, sandwich maker
$50 the lot.
Jaffle iron. Single. Heavy duty. Brand new. Still in
wrapper. $20 ono
Horse hobbles. Band new. Fur lined nylon straps.
$30 ono

Phone 4092 7101

Relaxation and remedial massage
with Sheree Scott

- gentle pain-relieving techniques
- more than 10 years’ experience
- 45min session $60
- anti-inflammatory Kunzea oil
- Selected private health fund rebates

Sheree Scott
Massage Therapist

Ph: 4093 9490 or 0421 102 722

22 Williamson Dr, Kuranda (off Masons Rd)

Great home loan advice starts
here....

 purchase
 investment
 refinance
 after hours

Authorised Credit
Representative
451496 of of
National Mortage
Brokers Pty Ltd
Australian Credit
Licence 391209

www.inlinehomeloans.com
www.inlinehomeloans.com
0400 794 687
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Your Guide to Indigenous Health
at Kuranda Medical Centre
“Stay well with a Health Check”
Keep healthy and strong with a Health Check. Health Checks are
for all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children,
adults and the elderly.
Kuranda Medical has an experienced Indigenous health worker,
and Practice Nurses who you can yarn to. They can help in lots of
ways to improve your health. These checks are free to you.
Also, if you don’t have a Medicare card, come in and see us.
We can organise one for you.
Please feel free to come in and book an appointment with me.
See you at the Centre soon, Eslyn Wargent

THE KURANDA PAPER

KURANDA COMMUNITY NAIDOC FAMILY DAY
KURANDA AMPHITHEATRE
THURSDAY 7th JULY 2016, 12 midday – 5pm

Songlines are the oldest living narrative of our nation, and are the
focus for the 2016 NAIDOC Week celebrations.
The 2016 theme, Songlines - The living narrative of our nation, highlights
the importance of Songlines to the existence of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people.
For Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, the Dreamtime
describes a time when the earth, people and animals were created by
our ancestral spiritual beings and the creation of rivers, lakes, plants,
land formations and living creatures. Dreaming tracks are sometimes
called “Songlines” which record the travels of these ancestral spirits
who sang the land into life.
Join the Kuranda Community for our annual NAIDOC day celebrations!
An amazing family friendly, drug and alcohol free event for all ages,
celebrating Australia’s first Nations People.
From traditional dance and activities, live music, elders’ tent, traditional
food, cooking, art competitions, kids space and activities, local history,
we’re doing it all. The Kuranda Amphitheatre, built by the community
for the community, is proud to be a part of this national event.
The day begins with the Annual NAIDOC March.
Participants please meet at Centenary Park at
10:30am for an 11.00am start. The march will proceed
through Coondoo St, Thongon St. to Barron Falls Rd.
and finish at the Kuranda Amphitheatre. Transport
from town will be available for those requiring it.

Activities at the Amphitheatre include:
Elders’ Morning Tea at 11:30 am.
Kup Muri cooked on site, all welcome to view this preparation, served
at 1pm. Many thanks to the Gutchen-Oui-Ross families for their huge
input for this!
Live music and entertainment by Gudju Gudju, Zennith, Black Rising.
Traditional song and dance and Bamma Bippera Media 98.7FM.
Around the terraces will be Kids Space activities, Clothes Swap, Kuranda
Community Health, Artist in Residence Radayne Tanna, Best Dressed
and Colouring Competitions, hot & cold refreshments and much more.
We wish to thank everyone involved to make this a very special day for
Kuranda. Supporters include but are not limited to:
Bulwai Cultural Heritage Lions Club, Kuranda Neighbourhood Centre,
Radayne Tanna, Doug Stratford, Centrelink, Kuranda SES, Kuranda
Community Health, Jobfind, Gutchen /Oui / Ross families, Kuranda Medical
Centre, Dept of the Prime Minister and Cabinet and of course the many
volunteers involved and event organiser Kara Ross.
If you are interested in volunteering, have any ideas, wish to have a
stall or help with facilitating any activities please contact Kara Ross –
0413908852
Transport available (free of charge):
Pick up (to town) KOWROWA
10:30am
MANTAKA
10:40am
KOAH
to be advised
Town to Amphitheatre
11:30am
Pick up Amphitheatre
5:00pm

We would like to say farewell to our registrar, Jess Fulton. It
has been a pleasure having her as part of the team for the past six
months.
Welcome to registrar Phoebe Cramp who commences at the
Kuranda Medical Centre in July.

www.discountdrugstores.com.au

Kuranda Discount Drug Store
16 Thongon Street, Kuranda, QLD, 4881
Phone: (07) 4093 7480

OPENING HOURS:

OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:
#

Monday - Friday 8.30am - 5.30pm
Saturday 8.30am - 3.00pm
Sunday 10.00am - 2.00pm
Public Holidays 10.00am - 2.00pm

Mondays & Wednesdays
Medication Management Program
Medication Packing (Easy Meds)
In Store & Home Medication Reviews
Blood Pressure Monitoring
Health Clinics • NDSS Access Point

Mareeba Shire Council hereby invites tenders for the Lease of
the Mareeba Swimming Pool and The Kuranda Aquatic Centre
Obtaining Documentation: The documentation may be obtained by contacting
Council’s Governance Officer, Julie Pitcher on (07) 4086 4683 or email juliep@msc.
qld.gov.au
Lodgement of Tenders: Tenders must be lodged in the Tender Box at the Mareeba
Shire Council Administration Centre at 65 Rankin Street, Mareeba by the Closing
Time (emailed submissions are not acceptable).
Closing Time: The Closing Time for lodgement of Tenders is 11.00 am on Tuesday
26 July 2016.
Tenders will be opened publicly.
The highest or any tender not necessarily accepted.
Peter Franks
Chief Executive Officer
PO Box 154
MAREEBA QLD 4880
www.msc.qld.gov.au

KURANDA MEDICAL CENTRE
cnr Barang and Thongon Streets • Ph:

4093 7118

“Professional Care in Your Community”

Dr Dave Cuming: dermatology, paediatrics, minor surgery – Monday, Wednesday, Friday
Dr Aileen Traves: Tuesday only – unable to accept new patients
Dr Anusha Pandithasekera: general practitioner – Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
Dr Clint Scott: awaiting RACGP Fellowship – Full time, Wednesday PM off
Dr Jess Fulton, Full time, every second Monday off
Dr Hal Hancock – Fridays 8.30am-4.30pm
Extra Services: Podiatrist, Dietician, Psychologist, Diabetic Educator, Nurse, Asthma Care, Indigenous Health and more…

Monday – Friday • 8.30am to 5.00pm
Kowrowa Clinics every other Wednesday am/pm
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MORO AUTO REPAIRS

THE EXHAUST SPECIALISTS
• Mechanical repairs to all makes & models
• Inspections & roadworthy certificates
• Modification authorisation

CALL RICO MORO 4092 4198

765187

FAX: 4092 4203
MOB: 0419 795 562
128 Mason St, Mareeba

A Case Moth hanging from under the eaves of a house.
PHOTOGRAPHS: ALAN HENDERSON

A Case To Solve
Ever seen a peculiar looking cocoon hanging from a tree or a fence but are not sure of
what it is? Then you are not alone. This strange object is not actually a cocoon, but is home to a case
moth – and the species that is most commonly found in this area is the Saunders’ Case Moth.
Inside the case resides a caterpillar or larva of the moth, who can live in it for up to two years.
The caterpillar will use silk to weave its home, and attach sticks to it for extra camouflage. As the
caterpillar grows, it will add more sticks to the mouth of its case. The way it does this is very intricate.
Using its jaws, it will harvest a stick to the desired length and attach it to the mouth of the case with
a few stands of silk. The caterpillar then retreats into the case, where it will cut a small slit in the silk
in the place it wants the stick to sit. Cutting this slit can take up to an hour as the case is incredibly
strong. Then, poking its head through the slit, the caterpillar will cut the twig free from the mouth of
the case, proceeding then to retreat inside and sew the twig into the hole with silk. This entire process
can take one and a half hours to complete.
The Saunders’ Case Moth is one of the largest and most commonly encountered case moths in
Australia. They can grow to around 15cm long, with females being larger than the males. They feed
on many kinds of plants including eucalypts, tea trees (Leptospermum), paperbarks (Melaleuca) and
a wide range of other plants including many garden ornamentals. To move around, the caterpillar
will partially emerge from its case and use its six legs to crawl around, dragging its case behind it. It
usually does this at night. The case has two openings – the larger mouth at the top of the case from
which the caterpillar emerges, and a smaller opening at the base through which droppings are ejected.
Once the caterpillar is fully grown, it will seal off the mouth of its case and turn around so that its head
is pointed downwards. It then spins a cocoon to pupate within.
The adult male Saunders’ Case Moth is winged, whereas the females do not have wings and will
never leave the case. Males will fly in search of females, and will mate with them while they are still
inside their homes through the hole in the base of the case. This can be difficult as the female is still
pointing downwards, but the male is able to elongate his abdomen to reach the female’s reproductive
opening. The female will lay hundreds of eggs in the case before dying. Within a week, new young
caterpillars disperse to create their own cases, and the cycle begins again.
These fascinating creatures are a common occurrence in gardens, and the next time you spot one,
you will have a better idea of the secretive life it leads.
Deanna Henderson
Minibeast Wildlife

A Case Moth attaching its case to a tree using silk.
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Text: David Gormley
Photos: Helen Douglas

Not many people have even heard of a Green Ringtail Possum, and when
mentioned some folk tend to retort: “GREEN possum? Pull the other one!”
If you’re really lucky you may have actually seen a GRP and Helen was
fortunate enough to get these accompanying photos a few years ago.
Not strictly ‘green’ as such, but sort of grey with white, black and yellow
intermingled, when looked at from certain angles it certainly has a greenish
tinge — which, of course, led to its highly original name.
As can be seen in the photos, it has distinguishing white markings behind
the ears and below the eyes.
On average, the possum weighs in at about 1100g, about the same as the
Common Ringtail; in comparison, the Striped Possum averages 420g, and
the Common Brushtail 4000g.
The GRP is found only in North Queensland between Paluma (north of
Townsville) to west of Mossman at altitudes higher than a couple of hundred

metres. It is unusual amongst Ringtails by
its preferred solitariness, and its sleeping
behaviour, which involves simply finding a
suitable branch or fork, firmly imbedding the
back claws, and curling itself into a tight ball.
Unlike other Ringtails it does not build a drey.
It is mainly a foliage-eater, particularly fig
tree leaves and the occasional fig; however we
have sighted one in our Kuranda yard snacking
on Calliandra leaves and flowers.
Although sparsely populated over its small
range, the Green Ringtail Possum is not
considered to be at great risk (classified as
“Near Threatened”).
The mass clearing of the Atherton Tableland
last century would have had a huge impact on
their numbers, and the establishment of the
Wet Tropics World Heritage area has been the
substantial saviour of not only this creature, but
many other species.
The GRP is not threatened by a great deal
of natural predation, and this is due to its
excellent camouflage from predators (mainly
owls and pythons), its green tinge allowing the
effective blending into foliage. By pure chance
its preferred food source of fig trees are not
considered suitable for logging, and the GRP is
happy in ‘regrowth’ or ‘recovering rainforest’,
so its food sources seem to offer what may be
termed ‘security of tenure’ for the foreseeable
future. There is speculation that climate
change may be detrimental to its survival, as
observations have shown that it is vulnerable to
heat stress.
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Books for the thoughtful reader
Bottom of Therwine Street, Kuranda

The Bookshop is selling new and used books on:

O

P

NOW
OPEN

HISTORY • BIOGRAPHY • SCIENCE • PSYCHOLOGY • POLITICS • RELIGION & SPIRITUALITY • PHILOSOPHY
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS • HUMAN RIGHTS AND JUSTICE • ARTS & CRAFTS • ANCIENT & MODERN CLASSICS
• NORTH QUEENSLAND AUTHORS • SELF-HELP • GIFT BOOKS

All welcome Wednesday to Sunday, from 10.00am to 4.00pm Closed Monday & Tuesday
May be open at other times
PO Box 1010 Kuranda Qld 4881 • Tel: 4093 7120
nicholsonmandalay@msn.com • http://grahamsbahaiblog.blogspot.com
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Vicki’s

Alterations
and
New Creations
Over 30 years’ experience
No Project too big
or too small.
Reasonable
rates.

Phone
0400 791 345 or 4093 8976
THE KURANDA PAPER

Inside My Studio
Interview and Photographs by Toni Rogers

Local Kuranda artist Colin Free is heading down a road to enable him more
time to work with his paintings. Colin has created his own distinct style, a small
expression of the extraordinary, and a vast series of pieces. He looks forward
to the ability to delve into new endeavours, and to work with the art forms he
has admired so much. Colin has explored the bold use of paint surface, drawing
distortions and exaggerations, and intense colour. His work is eminently an art
of foresight and method. Colin Free has produced emotionally charged paintings
that were reactions to and perceptions of contemporary experiences characterised
by the introduction of different textures and surfaces and with the intention to
reshape his environment of the future.
Where is your current studio?
I work out of my shed at my home in Kuranda. I remove the cars into the carport
and then set up my table and easel. I am looking forward to using the floor space and
spreading out large canvases on the floor, and watching my paintings evolve from
another perspective.
Do you work alone or with others?
Always alone at home. It is a good thing as I get ‘lost’ for hours just concentrating.
After so many years of teaching students in large numbers (and continuing to do so)
it is a luxury. I always have a piece of artwork on the go and I am able to keep going
back to it with a fresh idea.
What are the essential features your studio has to have?
No cars! I need my drawing table with the adjustable height as I tend to work over
my works on paper. I need space with the ability to move around. I need storage
– a plan cabinet would be great, and I need specific tools as it is my intention to
eventually frame my own work.
Describe your work pattern – hours/days/weeks.
I don’t have a pattern as such as I work full time, so my artwork is sporadic. However,
I am always thinking and planning. That is a constant – where and what I am going
to do next. I am usually experimenting with one or two paintings at once, adding
oils, then acrylics, then I rub it off with a tool or a cloth, taking a layer or two away.
This can be followed by the mixing of different colours together to get a desired
and compatible tone. Then I pour, a very controlled pour. I am never looking at a
finishing a piece in one go. It is a journey.
Describe the works you do in your studio.
I work mainly with paints and pastels. They are very expressive mediums and
everything goes on my canvases and paper, and much comes off (removed) with a
rub. I am a graphics teacher so I really enjoy getting into the abstract expression.
My wood turning is another story. Unfortunately I do not get the time to focus my
attention on the free form and the abstract so we end up with a lot of bowls. In my
retirement, things will change.
Why is painting your chosen medium?
I love painting, I lose myself in it. It is my stress relief. I have written poetry in
the past but I keep coming back to my painting. I am accumulating an increasing
number of paintings and it is becoming necessary that I get serious about them. I
need to get myself a website for example and/or look for an outlet.
List three things you listen to while working.
When I am painting in my shed I tend not to have noises of any sort in the background.
I wouldn’t hear it anyway as I am talking to myself all the time, asking questions
of myself and providing a personal running commentary on my procedure. I find
paintings talk to you and I know when I have ‘got there’.

However, when I am teaching or wood
turning at my school, it is important
that I listen to my pupils and what is
happening around me in the facility.
There are health and safety requirements
and it is necessary to be tuned into the
sounds of electric tools and lathes at all
times.
Your favourite tool?
[Colin slowly repeated this question a
couple of times before answering.] My
hands. I use my hands a lot. I get in and
rub the paint – on and off. I also favour
my ‘underboard’ (which may be a sheet
of paper), an off-shoot of what I have
been doing and it can become a stand
alone work of art.
How do you identify your work?
I scratch or paint in ‘CFR and the year’.
How do you sell your work?
I sell very spasmodically. I submit my
work to the occasional art show but mostly my sales are through personal interaction.
There is nothing methodical. I keep saying “One day!!!”
Do you teach from your studio?
Not from my studio, but I have been teaching since 1989. I enjoy teaching especially
when I have the opportunity to talk about art. I have a special group at the school
who share my particular interest in the abstract.
Do you have any other paid or unpaid work?
Yes, paid work. Full time teaching at a secondary school, but art is my passion.
If you could change one thing about your studio what would that be?
I would add a lathe. I would set up and do some framing. I would add more storage
and make it a more formal studio rather than a shed full of cars.
If you were not working with visual art what would you be doing?
I would spend more time going overseas, and perhaps teaching. I would like to do
some volunteering work in Asia perhaps. I have travelled a lot but there are still
countries which are calling out to me.

Dale Mattsson – Backhoe Hire
EXPERIENCED OWNER OPERATOR

Servicing Kuranda & Surrounds
FOR ALL YOUR EARTHMOVING NEEDS
Phone Dale

0419 684 549
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Bee-haviour

by
The Honey House Team

HELLO to all the new beekeepers in the Kuranda area. This month we are

looking at basic management practices for your European Honeybee hive, whether
you have a traditional hive or one of the new innovative Flow TM Hives.
Having a Flow TM Hive eliminates the need for
a honey extractor but basic bee husbandry is still
crucial to the health of your hive. It is important
to inspect your hives regularly. You should check
your brood box at least four times a year.
A warm, sunny day when the bees are working
hard, with lots of bees coming and going from the
hive entrance, is the best time to check your hives.
When you check the brood box, there are many
things to look for:
1. The Queen
Sometimes you cannot spot the Queen, but you will know there is one present
by the quality and quantity of brood (the eggs, larvae and pupae)
2. Quantity of Brood
A strong colony should have at least three frames with good quality brood on
either side of the frame.
3. Quality of Brood
If the Queen is young and healthy, she should be laying 1000-1800 eggs a
day. She should lay the eggs in adjacent cells (ie not leave lots of cells empty).
You should see an elliptical pattern of brood over the bulk of the frame, with
honey and pollen stores in the corner. You should see eggs, larvae and capped
(pupating) brood.
4. The type of brood cells
Are there queens cells present? Queen cells are shaped like a peanut.
Are there drone cells present? Drone cells are larger than worker cells.
5. Are adult drone and worker bees present?
6. Are the frames covered with worker bees or is there lots of room?
7. Pests and disease
The most common pests of honeybees in our area are: The Small Hive Beetle,
The wax moth, the cane toad and the green ant.
Diseases to be aware of include: American Foul Brood, European Foul Brood;
Chalkbrood, Sacbrood and Nosema.
8. The state of the hardware – box, bottom board, frames.

A CALL OUT TO ALL OUR BEEKEEPERS, NOVICE, HOBBYIST
AND COMMERCIAL:

Honey House will be conducting a survey in the Kuranda area, beginning in
July. We hope to map the number of beehives in the area, both commercial and
amateur, for research on density of sustainable colonies in various vegetation
zones. We hope you will all participate and help spread the word to all your
beekeeper friends in the greater Kuranda district.

GET FIT, GET ACTIVE AND HAVE FUN

Ngoonbi Sport and Rec Team
Ngoonbi’s Sport and Rec team have been very active this past month with all
three staff attending a PCYC staff training camp at Lake Tinaroo. The camp was
teaching PCYC Sport and Rec staff some great new games that can be added to
their program for the local youth.
With sadness we say goodbye to long time team member Suella Wason and
will welcome a new member in the next few weeks.
Rhylee and Perfidia have been busy organizing the Kuranda Touch teams
Bundarra, Wawun and Din Din for their weekly games in Cairns. All teams have
been on a winning streak lately, so we hope this continues the rest of the season.
This season finishes on 16 July with the new season starting on 1 August.
Kuranda will be supporting three teams in the Cairns Pirates Junior Touch
Comp which starts July 24, so if you are keen see Rhlyee to put your name down
and start thinking about team names and colours.
The PCYC Rugby Carnival is coming up in Mareeba in a few months and we
are hoping to get male and female Under 15 teams and Under 17 teams, so again
put your name down with Sport
and Rec.
There is also a 3 on 3 basketball
competition coming up and we
are looking for Over 18s to sign up
for this one.
Our walking programs that
run from 8.30-9.30am will not
be happening during the school
holidays but will start again when
school resumes.

It’s a good idea to keep a log of your hive inspections. It is a very useful data when
looked at over time, and an easy way to keep track of the cycle of the colony.
We also suggest you register your hive. This is a very cheap ($15.30/year) and
easy process and important for DAFF to be able to notify beekeepers directly in the
case of potential disease outbreaks (www.daf.qld.gov.au).

Barry Hodson
FCPA

Certified Practising
Accountant
PO Box 139 Kuranda
Queensland 4881

Tel/Fax: (07) 4093 9770

Mobile: 0418 314 532
Email: bhodsonfcpa@internode.on.net
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Falvo Constructions
QBSA 1042254

Local to Kuranda
CALL FOR A FREE QUOTE FOR
ALL BUILDING NEEDS

New Houses • Renos • Decks • Concrete Slabs
Bathrooms • Steel Fabrications

0418 746 100

4093 8461

www.falvoconstructions.com.au
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A History of Kuranda Rail by Ivana Andacic

Chapter 54
Rain
The yearly average rainfall for the City of Cairns is 2222mm. During the average
wet season period we receive 1750mm of rain. An interesting point on this
subject is that the wettest year ever recorded in Cairns to date was 1886. This was
the year that the Cairns to Kuranda rail line construction commenced and may
give some insight into
the extreme hardships
that were encounted
by the contractors
on the first section of
construction,
from
Cairns to Redlynch.
Three
contractors
folded on this first
section and at this
stage the Government
took over the project
to complete the line
to Redlynch. That
year, 1886, Cairns had
received 4435mm of
rainfall.

Chapter 55

Chapter 56

Points and Signals
The levers in the signal cabin at Kuranda
Station control the movement of the
points and signals in Kuranda Yard and
are the only working railway signal cabin
in Queensland. Black levers control the
points. Points are rigidly connected to
the levers by steel rodding supported on
rollers. Change of direction is obtained
by the use of cranks. Red levers control
the signals. Signals are connected to the
levers by stranded steel wire carried on
pulleys. Blue levers control the lock bars.
These lock the points in place once they
are set. White levers are ‘spare’. The
points and signals are interlocked which
is a safety measure which helps to avoid
collisions. You have to set the track (black
lever/points) correctly before you can pull a (red) lever to signal proceed. If the
track is not set correctly, you will not be able to pull a lever to proceed. Before
two way radios the train drivers used whistle codes to communicate which track
they wanted to follow for example: one long & one short whistle indicated they
wanted to go to the goods shed and three short whistles indicated that they
wanted to go on the loop line. Nowadays, the Station Master uses a two way
radio to communicate with the train drivers.

Gauge of the Track
Ever wondered what is the gauge of
the Cairns to Kuranda railway line?
Answer: The gauge of the QR’s rail
line in Queensland is often referred to
as narrow gauge. The measurement
is in imperial status, conforming to
standards of measures etc, legally
established in Great Britain and is
three foot, six inch between the rail
lines. This gauge is standard for
Queensland lines, whereas the other
states in Australia have adopted a
wider gauge.

Chapter 57
Barron Falls Geology
The landscape of Barron Gorge National Park began to form about 400 million
years ago under the sea, when Australia was still part of the great supercontinent, Gondwana. Ancient rivers carried sediments to the coast, which was
then more than 100 km west of its present position. Earth movements at the
edge of the continent uplifted and compressed the sandwich of sediments and
volcanic rocks, forming the metamorphicslow-grade slates, greywackes and
siltstone. Subsequently, the Barron River eroded areas of weakness and a deep
gorge was formed. Where the underlying rock was more resistant, the river
water tumbled over the sharp edge to form a broken waterfall more than 250m
high. All Kuranda Scenic Railway journeys have a 10 minute photographic stop
at Barron Falls Station.
Series continued next month.

H &H

“Every Dog is a STAR”
PH ANN 0414 714 325 or 4093 9295 – KURANDA
stardogsgrooming01@gmail.com
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FREE DESIGN & QUOTES
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Leaving everything until the last minute is a journalistic trait.

Ergo, you would think panic gives birth to creativity. I can’t honestly say that’s true.
In two hours I depart London, UK, after three weeks of cloudy, rainy February
weather in June. There’s something rather appealing about scarves and gloves and
sheepskin collars, but not on other people.
I’ll be glad to walk the green verges of Speewah again, instead of fighting to stay
on the footpath in the wake of dozens of grey beings, head bent to mobiles, texting
furiously with their thumb or reading Facebook.
Staying on course became a mission, particularly faced with three teenagers side
by side. I swore I would take a stance, stand firm, elbows out, fierce face, sharpened
twigs in both hands. I usually ended up on the road or in a muddy puddle off the track.
Today, 23rd June, the UK votes on whether to remain in, or depart from, the
European community. I for one, will be very happy to be well on the way to Hong
Kong, glued to a second viewing of Cathay Pacific’s June movie selection, thankful my
first cold in 12 years has dissipated, and oblivious of the emerging results of today’s
referendum. Brexit stage left.
Last night I reflected on my trip ‘home’ here to the UK, and aside from the obvious,
the things that make me so happy to be personally brexiting the EC (despite being a
firm believer that for the UK to do so defies logic), and returning to my real home.
At this point, I should say that three weeks of in/out of the EC debate is enough to
drive anyone into the Kent countryside, which we did, frequently.
In the midst of all the EC remain/leave furore, popular UK MP and mother of two,
Jo Cox, was murdered; shot and stabbed in front of the local library where she would
meet with local constituents. I reflected on how few people realise what dangers MPs
and their staff face on a daily basis.
I still have a recording on my mobile of a constituent, well known to local police,
who left a haranguing, and frighteningly creepy threatening message for me while
working as an Electorate Officer in State government.
Many years ago, working as Media Officer for the Federal Member for Leichhardt
of the time, the Minister for Science and Technology, a Tablelands tin miner came
into my office demanding to see the Minister, who was in Canberra at the time.
Desperate, as the matriarch of a local tin mining family suffering from an industry
downturn, her goal was to alter a decision regarding her tin quota. She quietly
informed me she had a gun in her handbag, which she would use if she did not have
confirmation of her quota goal by 4pm.
To cut a long story short, I am still here to tell the tale, but this was just one of
many very daunting episodes that returned to memory as Britain mourned the loss of
this lovely woman, just a year in politics, who previously worked for Oxfam for many
years and sought to make a difference for her local constituents.
Back to the EC issue, National tabloid The Independent, today sported an online
headline “Brexit would put Game of Thrones under threat”. As a result I suspect a
vote to stay in the EC is now a done deal.
I haven’t personally watched Game of Thrones, the pop culture fantasy drama
series now being shown in 170 countries, but I gather lots of renowned British actors
are sucked into the cast, then disembowelled without a with a leave or a by your leave.
I wonder if they are told they only have casual positions before they start? And can
they appeal against disembowelment?
It seems in excess of 5,000 characters have met a sticky end since the show leapt
into our living rooms and onto our computer screens in 2011. I must have been the
only person in the UK, who hasn’t seen an episode. I feel as if I left curlers in my hair.
Anyway, I only have about 40 hours of viewing to catch up on. This homeward
flight would have been the perfect opportunity.
n
Coming home!
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Our CWA branch is steadily motoring along. With local
shows and annual meetings next month, our members
are busy completing their craft entries for the shows,
branch treasurers will be finalising their financial
books and the end of year reports.
On our calendar there are still several competitions
to come – Handcraft, Dressmaking, Knitting & Crochet,
Cookery. And, for our Division President, attendance
at every Far Northern Division branch for their annual
meetings from Cooktown to Tully.
Community projects are very much a part of our craft days. The breast drainage
bags, pillows, baby wraps and pockets are an ongoing project all year round –
along with other projects we take up from time to time.
Craft mornings have changed slightly with the first Wednesday morning of the
month being extended to 2.00pm to allow the ladies to have some time socialising
as well as tend to their craft projects. Please feel welcome to drop in and have a
cuppa with us.
Lesson day – third Wednesday of the month. The next lesson will be Shadow
Embroidery in July then Shi Sha or Crewel in August.
The Federal election voting will take place at our Kuranda Hall on 2nd July.
Our ladies will be there with ticket books in hand, this time raising funds to assist
with the maintenance and repairs to the hall. We hope you will support this
community project.
Our next Garage Sale will be held on 20th August – time to look around and
see what you can sell at the sale.
For Hall Bookings contact: Marion Hubbard on 4093 8215
Sarah MacPherson on 4093 7599

?

Ecosmarte Plumbing
Plumbing Kuranda since 1985

Plumbing
Bore water treatment
Renovations & new build
Soil and site evaluations
Stormwater & drains

Solar heating
Gas appliances fitout
Waste water installation
Roofing and
more

04 8
fb / ecosmarteplumbing
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Indigenous Youth Leadership Program (Queensland)

…A mind that is stretched with ideas and imaginations
is transformed and infinite.

Youth – Get Engaged!
Get married even. Not in the romantic way
but in a meaningful way.
Get engaged with an organisation,
get married to a cause!

The Queensland Indigenous Youth Leadership Program is a six-day residential
program that provides an exciting opportunity for young Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Queenslanders (18–25 years) to develop leadership skills and learn about
our democratic processes. It’s an exciting opportunity to participate in a new program
focusing on developing your leadership skills as well as being introduced to Queensland
Parliament’s democratic processes. Acceptance into program includes all costs.
https://www.qld.gov.au/atsi/education-training/indigenous-youth-leadershipprogram/

Rotary Youth Leadership Awards

Rotary Youth Leadership Awards (RYLA) is Rotary’s leadership training program
for young people. It is run and organised by local Rotary districts, and can span
from three to six days in length, and can cover ages anywhere from 14 to 25. Rotary
International District 9550 is North Queensland.
http://www.d9550rotary.org.au/ryla/

YMCA Youth Parliament

The YMCA Youth Parliament provides an apolitical environment where participants
can engage with community issues as youth representatives. As well as providing
an important link for Youth to influence Government, YMCA YP is a fantastic
opportunity for participants to improve confidence through interacting with
participants of varying backgrounds and opinions.
http://www.ymcaqyp.org

Young Social Pioneers

Young Social Pioneers invests in inspired young Australians to develop their
leadership skills and support their vision for social change. The program is a year-long
learning and development program for Australian social change-makers aged 18-29.
https://www.fya.org.au/our-programs/young-social-pioneers/

OzGreen’s Youth Leading the World

YLTW is preparing young people to succeed in tackling the massive environmental
challenges the world is facing. YLTW teaches young people to think for themselves,
face up to global challenges and become positively involved in creating sustainable
futures. It gives them the confidence to act, and they develop a clear plan for action
around an issue that concerns them. This leads to the creation of innovative and
inspiring projects around the globe.
http://www.ozgreen.org/youth_leading_the_world

The world is an exciting place but it’s also a place in some trouble. Youth, yes you…
as the inheritors of this world, whether you are shy or bold, and no matter how
young, can do something meaningful and vitally important by getting involved in
changing things! And an easy way to do this, if you don’t want to go it alone or are
not sure where to start, is through a change organisation. Luckily there are quite a
Somazone
few exciting ones out there and as a bonus, while changing the planet for the better,
Somazone is an Australian youth service with questions and answers on youth mental
you get incredibly useful skills for life.
health, depression, teenage pregnancy, sexuality, relationships, bullying, abuse,
Here’s a few to check out!
drugs and alcohol. On Somazone, young people can ask questions online, get free
Duke of Edinburgh’s Award
youth health advice, find youth services, and share personal stories anonymously.
The Duke of Ed is an enriching program inviting young people aged 14-25 to Somazone is aimed at 14-18 year olds.
participate in a number of activities over a set length of time. Participants design http://www.somazone.com.au
their own unique program centred around their interests and passions, and is
entirely voluntary. There are no activities that you have to do, but you need to
work through four sections to achieve Bronze and Silver levels and five sections
for Gold. The areas are Physical Recreation, Skill, Service and Adventurous
Journey. The Bridge Award is for younger people aged 11 and a half to 14.
http://www.dukeofed.com.au

Generate

Generate is your platform to take real action in the campaign to end global poverty.
You don’t need to have specialist skills or give up all your time; you just need to
be passionate and motivated to create change. Generate is a structured program
that encourages you to think and act big. We’ll teach you how to lead in your
community and give you the tools you need to make more than just small changes.
http://www.oaktree.org
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New Homes
Bore Pumps
Phone/Data
Renovations
Oven Repairs
Property Poles
Off Peak Setups
Generator Setups
Hot Water Repairs
Power Saving Advice
White Goods Repairs
Switchboard Upgrades
Air Conditioning Installations
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A giant among tropical fruits is the
Jakfruit (Artocarpus heterophyllus) –

a handsome, robust and distinctive tree, related
to mulberries and figs, for the tropical orchard or
garden. Once you get past the formidable “packing”
the golden-yellow flesh has a strong odour but is
deliciously sweet, described by some as having a
banana bubblegum taste. It is delicious eaten fresh
or dried in the sun like dates. The seeds are roasted
and the green fruit eaten as a vegetable in curries.
Freezing the arils is a great way to preserve the
abundant fruit for ice creams, smoothies or just a
cool treat.
There are, it appears, three kinds of people in
the world – those who love jakfruit, those who hate
them and those who haven’t met them yet. And
it does matter which kind of jakfruit variety you
encounter – Daley’s Fruit Farm sell a number and
advice is freely given at www.daleysfruit.com.au.
For some the fragrance of the ripe fruit is
overpowering, for others it is irresistible. Then
there is the sticky latex which – to a small or
larger degree depending on the variety of jakfruit
– can make getting to the delicious arils (seed pod
surrounding the equally edible seeds) and seeds a
bit messy. The cure for this is to oil your hands,
knife and cutting board with vegetable oil before
you start. Cut fruit in half lengthwise and then cut
out the stem as this is where most of the latex lies.
When you have salvaged all the seeds and arils
your compost will love you for the “leftovers”.
How to store fruit – if you can resist eating it all
fresh – in refrigerator, in freezer or split and dry.
How to use seeds – in many countries the
nutritious seeds are valued over the fruit itself.
First rinse them off and then boil to soften outer
husky skin. When cool this can be rubbed or peeled
off. These seeds make wonderful additions to
curries and can also be baked (tasting like a cross
between a potato and chestnut). They also make a
great substitute for beans in dips.

Google Jakfruit recipes and your possibilities are endless. Here is one savoury and one sweet for the fruit to start you
off. And one using seeds.

MU SHU JAKFRUIT Sweet and Sour Stir Fry via www.onegreenplanet.org

Cut jakfruit pieces in half, pat them dry. Heat 2tbs vegetable oil in a large skillet or wok over medium-high heat. Add
2 minced cloves of garlic and 1tbs grated fresh ginger and let cook until fragrant, about 2 minutes. Add the jakfruit
and let cook until browned, about 4-5 minutes. Add 1 cup of thinly sliced mushrooms and cook until browned, about
5 minutes. Mix in 1 head of shredded savoy cabbage and cook until the cabbage breaks down and starts to get tender,
about 5 minutes. Add 1 thinly sliced bell pepper and 2 thinly sliced carrots and cook about 2 minutes. Add 6 thinly
sliced scallions and cook for 2 minutes. Add 3tbs brown rice vinegar, 2tbs mirin, 2tbs tamari and 2tbs hoisin sauce to
the skillet or wok and cook for another 2 minutes. Let the sauce thicken a bit.

JAKFRUIT “MULUKA “Sweet Fritters” via http://nsomayaji.blogspot.com.au
Ingredients :
Jakfruit fruits: 1 big bowl (15 to 20 fruits)
Palm Sugar or Rapadura Sugar: 1/2 Cup
Grated coconut: 3 to 4 tablespoons
Rice Flour: 2 Cups
Salt: a pinch
Coconut Oil: one cup for frying.
Method: Traditionally ingredients are ground but you can use a blender on pulse.
1. Cut jakfruits into thin pieces. It helps to grind the fruits easily.
2. Grind jakkfruits and coconut without using any water.
3. Add jaggery and grind again. Let it mix well with jackfruit mixture.
4. Remove from the mixi jar and put it in a big bowl. Add a pinch of salt.
5. Add rice flour and mix it well and prepare thick dough.
6. Add oil to fry pan and heat. When hot drop small portions of dough into the
hot oil.
7. Fry on medium and low flame. Fry on both sides till they turn golden brown.
8. Remove from the oil and put it on a kitchen tissue to absorb extra oil. Repeat the
same with remaining dough.
9. Serve as you might pancakes – with syrup, ice cream, yoghurt.

JAKFRUIT

BOILED JAKFRUIT SEEDS: a delicious healthy tropical snack via www.thaitable.com
The simplest preparation is just to boil the seed and peel the thin husk. The boiled seeds taste like a combination
of boiled potato and taro. It's soft and creamy. Add the jakfruit seeds to a pot. Pour enough water to cover jakfruit
seeds with an inch of water above the seeds. Bring the water and seeds to a boil. Lower the heat and cover the pot.
Let the seeds boil for 25-30 minutes or until soft. Check for doneness with a knife. It should go in easily, similar to a
cooked potato. To peel, first let the seeds drain and dry. Wet seeds are very slippery and difficult to handle. The skin
covering the seed is thick, similar to shrink wrapped plastic. Some seeds crack open making it easier to peel with your
fingernails, but others might need help with a knife. Be careful when you peel, the skin can be sharp. When you peel
away the outer, white skin, you can leave the thin, brown layer underneath because it is edible.The flesh inside the
seeds is off-white and should be soft and creamy like red potatoes. Season and enjoy!

Illustration: By Eve Stafford and Buck Richardson (from a set of 12 rare fruit greetings cards they produced in 1982 through their very successful business Kuranda Kreations).
Drawn from life in the orchards at Rosebud Farm, Speewah and the former Avondale Nurseries at the base of Kuranda Range, Smithfield.

KURANDA HIRE
TREE SERVICES

ASK ABOUT OUR
EASY “INTEREST
FREE” PAYMENT
TERMS NOW!

Specialists in Tree Health and
Surgery, Site Clearing, Wood
Chipping, Stump Removal,
Fire Wood Splitting
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“Call us for a
FREE QUOTE”

All our operators are fully
certified and your property is
protected by our $20,000,000
liability insurance
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K.N.C. Operated by
KURANDA INFORMATION
& SUPPORT CENTRE
ASSOC. INC.
6 Rob Veivers Drive, Kuranda
PO BOX 170 KURANDA Qld 4881
Ph: 4093 8933 Fax: 4093 8607
Email: knc@qld.chariot.net.au
ABN 62 198 192 130

Kuranda Family Day in July:

There will be the mid-year family day in the park on July 5th from 10.00-2.00. All are
welcome to this family friendly event with the aim of bringing community together
with a theme of healthy lifestyle choices and celebrating NAIDOC week.
It is a free event with a range of activities delivered by local and outreach services.
Transport will be available from Kowrowa and Mantaka – please advise Ceri or Marg
at the Neighbourhood Centre.
If you want to participate in any way please contact Marg.
This event is supported by The Kuranda Paper, The Kuranda Medical Centre,
Ngoonbi Co-operative Projects, Kuranda Neighbourhood Centre, Youthlink and the
broader Kuranda Interagency Network.
Domestic Violence Service coming to Kuranda:
There is a new worker (Mel) from the Cairns Regional Domestic Violence Service
coming to Kuranda on the second and fourth Tuesdays at KNC.
Please make inquiries to Ceri or Marg or directly to the Cairns Domestic Violence
Service on 4033 6100.
Furniture Exchange:
If you have items of furniture or bedding in good condition that are no longer needed
please consider donating to the furniture exchange program for re-distribution to
families and individuals in need.
KNC borrows the trailer from Kuranda Conservation and volunteers can come
around and pick items up or they can be dropped to the Centre. Please contact the
Centre and speak to Ceri or Marg.
Right now we know people in need of single beds (base and mattresses), freezers
and warm bedding with the colder nights now upon us. Thanks!!
Financial Counselling:
A worker from the Salvation Army comes to Kuranda every second Wednesday to see
people around financial and gambling matters.
If you are experiencing some difficulties an appointment can be made through
Ceri or Marg or directly with Susan Cook on 0417 251 305.

Steiner education addresses academia, artistic
experience and practical skills, equally.

Mareeba Housing Support Service:

A worker (Heidi) is currently coming to Kuranda two days per week (Tuesdays and
Wednesdays) as part of the Street to Home program to provide intensive support
to people requiring urgent or imminent accommodation. Assistance and support is
provided to identify affordable and suitable accommodation options and includes
applications for housing through the Department of Housing, community housing
programs and the private rental market. Please contact Ceri or Marg for a referral.
Justices of Peace at KNC:
KNC is lucky to have two volunteers who are JPs. Fran is here from 1pm to 5pm on
Tuesdays and Jo is here all day Wednesdays. For enquiries call KNC on 4093 8933.
– The Neighbourhood Centre Team

We now
do Safety
Certificates
for all types
of vehicles
including
motorcycles

From playgroup to grade 10

Open Day
Saturday 20 August
10am-4pm
Call to
arrange a
school tour.

46 Boyles Rd, Kuranda
4093 8809 • admin@chss.qld.edu.au

www.chss.qld.edu.au
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Daydreams
are retiring

CLOSING DOWN SALE

30% to 50% off all jewellery
From 1st July to 16th July
40 coondoo street • 4093 8514
We thank all our customers
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Library Lines
The school holidays are upon us once more and as usual the Kuranda
Library offers an array of activities to keep the young ones entertained during this
time. Bookings are essential. Please phone the library on 4093 9185.
Wednesday 29th June 10.30-11.30 Origami
Thursday 30th June 10.30-11.30 Ceramics
Friday 1st July 10.30-11.30 Spinning Wheels
Tuesday 5th July 10.30-12.00 Retro Games
Thursday 7th July 10.30-12.00 Retro Games
Baby Rhyme Time and Storytime sessions will not run during the School
Holidays. Storytime will recommence as usual from the 15th of July and Baby Rhyme
Time on the 21st of July.
On the 19th of July Kuranda based artist Dr Angela Meyer will be conducting
an informative presentation on her thesis, titled “Tropical Paradise: its light and its
shadows”. Angela is an accomplished artist and has recently completed her PhD. The
presentation will start at 10.30am followed by a morning tea, bookings are essential
for catering purposes and can be made at the library or by phoning on 4093 9185.
Kuranda Library, in conjunction with Ngoonbi Co-operative Society Ltd, are
offering a monthly bus service for HACC clients to the library on the first Wednesday
of each month. The service includes transport to and from the library, the opportunity
to borrow from the library and a social outing and morning tea is provided. If you
would like your name to be put on this list for the monthly Library Bus Service please
contact HACC on 4093 7298.
Mareeba Shire Council would like to thank everyone who has paid their Dog
Registration renewal before the due date – 30th June 2016. If you have missed
paying by the due date you can still pay at the Kuranda Council Office located at
the Kuranda Library. Opening hours are 10.30-4.30pm Monday-Friday. For more
information contact the Library staff on 4093 9185.
If you enjoy reading and like to discuss an array of topics please consider joining
the Kuranda Library Book Club. Book Club is held once a month and needs new
members. For more information contact the friendly staff at the library.
Ph 4093 9185

Skyrail Nature Diary

As mammals, we have hair all over us, but we are not alone. Insects, spiders,
plants, earthworms and even frogs can have hairs or hair-like structures. So why
all the hair? An obvious answer for us is to help keep us warm, but reasons are
varied from species to species.
Colour is another use for hairs, such as the grey-green mixture of different
hairs on the Green Ringtail Possum of the local rainforest (seen recently at Red
Peak Station) to give them the characteristic camouflaging in the canopy.
Earthworms use setae hairs to get a grip under the ground. The large ones in
the Kuranda rainforest are quite strong and you can feel them if you pick them up.
Hair also absorbs or diffuses light, helping animals to look “softer” in the forest by
absorbing any harsh lines or shadows so they blend into the forest.
Plants’ leaves are often covered in hairs to protect them from drying out
or being eaten by insects, for example the local rainforest bush tucker plant,
Davidson Plum, has strong hairs making the tasty fruit spiky until washed.
To learn more about the rainforest go to https://www.skyrail.com.au/
rainforests/skyrail-nature-diary.

Kuranda Library and Council Office:
PHONE

4093 9185

The Kuranda Paper is generally produced on the last Thursday of the month,
except December. The deadline for the receipt of all copy and ads is the Friday
prior to the publication date. See page 2 for next publication and deadline
date. The paper is delivered by Australia Post to PO Boxes and residences
in the general Kuranda district, and bundles are delivered to strategic
distribution points across the Atherton Tableland and Cairns.

Michael Trout MP Member for Barron River
Phone: 4038 2800
Email: barron.river@parliament.qld.gov.au
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The KCons community nursery is nearly always open
at 1 Pademelon Lane (cnr Fallon Rd and Kennedy Hwy).
Somehow, we’re tipping the balance in favour of bush turkeys. Removing
pythons, maybe. Their numbers are rapidly increasing. Hopefully no one is
feeding them. Tipping the balance is exactly what happens when we feed
wildlife and remove predators. Animals, like cats, when allowed to roam
where they don’t belong are also tipping the balance. Taking responsibility
means keeping our cats indoors and not feeding wildlife.

1 Pademelon Lane, Kuranda 4881

Phone: 4093 8834

** Box trailers for hire: 4093 8834 **

Email: kurandaconservation@hotmail.com Website: www.kurandaconservation.org

NAVUA SEDGE

AT

DAINTREE RAINFOREST
OBSERVATORY

ANTS

DON’T ACCEPT PLANTS WITH ANTS

GARAGE SALE

WORLD
CASSOWARY
DAY

Navua sedge is that spiky bright green
weed that graces the roadsides from
Kuranda to Kowrowa and wherever a
mower picks up seed from one plant and
drops it a metre further on.
It propagates by seed as well as root
division. It is a very invasive weed.
The herbicide to deal with this weed is
Sempra. Don’t apply if rain is about. Read
instructions carefully.
Electric ants as well as Yellow Crazy ants
are spread in soil, especially in plant pots.
It has been said that that message is not
getting through to us.
PLEASE CHECK CAREFULLY IF THERE
ARE ANY ANTS IN POT PLANTS YOU
SWAP, BUY OR GIVE AS GIFTS – FROM
ANYONE, FROM ANYWHERE.

Two sturdy trailers on the go.

(JCU RESEARCH STATION)

CAPE TRIBULATION
ON

SATURDAY
24th SEPTEMBER 2016

IF YOU SEE A CASSOWARY,
PLEASE CALL 4093 8834

10am KICK-OFF
Lots happening
Everyone who cares will be there

Our JobFind project ends on 30 June.
We’ve had some great times and met
some significant challenges,
psychological and physical. Our
nursery has flourished with the
extraordinary energy that has been
spent on it.
We’ve made possum and bird boxes,
and pig and dog traps. The corner of
Kennedy Hwy and Fallon Road and the
Pademelon Lane entrance has been
transformed with landscaping and
planting. We planted out the new
library garden which is bloomin’
beautiful. We’ve revegetated sections
of Black Mountain Road – with
cassowaries and other wildlife in mind
and we’ve lent a hand to friends to
help them move furniture. But there
are new plans afoot and its time to
clear the decks for what’s ahead.
The nursery continues to grow bigger
and better with renewed vigour.

SAT and SUN
2nd and 3rd JULY
It’s time to clean up:
 Assorted timber
 Assorted steel,
squares, rounds
and sheets bits
 Planting pots
 Furniture oddments
 Art and craft
beads and tiles
 A few tools
 Electrical stuff
 Irrigation things
 Appliances
 AND we’ll have a
plant sale too.

BUMBLEBEE
MOTORS

ABN 26435200830

Russell Slater
Electrical Contractor

Electrical Installations and repairs to
all types of electrical and marine equipment
Specializing in repairs to generators, pumps and
hot water systems
No job too small
Discount for pensioners

Phone 4093 8900
email bem@bomatu.com.au
Experienced * Reliable * Local * Professional
Electrical Contractors Lic. No. 66658
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We Stock & Sell Batteries For:
 Automotive – All Makes,
All Models Motor Cycles
 Generators
Now open over
 Deep Cycle
Christmas (excluding
 Solar
public holidays
 Dual Battery Systems

Bumblebee Motors

Bee Surprised At The Level Of Service
Available To You
Competitive P
ricing On
All Mechanica
l Services
Tyres At A Price
You Can Afford
Wheel Alignm
ents
Servicing Of A
ll Makes And M
odels
Advice You Ca
n Be Assured
Of
Key Cutting S
ervice
LPG Gas Bottle
Refills

Barang Street • Kuranda
Phone/Fax 4093 9235
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Yellow Crazy Ants – secrets to be revealed

Above left to right
Helen Robinson BBus CPA, Robyn King, Fay Allen BCom CPA (Principal),
Simone Seeberger BCom CA, Linda Davis Dip Acc.

JCU researcher Lori Lach has just appointed Rhys Sharry, a JCU graduate and recent Green
Army team member, to start crucially timed research work, dissecting YCA Queens to get a
better understanding of their life cycle. Rather than wait another ant infested season for the
promised government funding to kick in, this position has been funded by the money raised
in this community. So: well done Kuranda.
It’s also been a busy month for the Kuranda YCA community taskforce and Green Army
team members.
• Completion of the annual delimitation survey to determine the boundary of the infestation
shows how effective the baiting has been to date. There’s been little movement compared to
the 2015 survey, an indication they’re contained. In saying this we musn’t get complacent.
The infestation still exists and we need to act fast.
• Great news, to help WTMA and us push forward, was a recent announcement of $7.5
million direct for YCA eradication from the Federal government.
• Fortnightly monitoring activities are ongoing, with bait preference trials and quantative
luring techniques. This aims to show the relative attractiveness of different baits and
numbers of YCA foraging.
• A motivated Green Army team has been busy removing singapore daisy and planting
native trees along the river to make areas more accessable for anri-YCA activities.
• Next taskforce activity: Baiting weekend 23 & 24 July at Russett Park. If you can
help out in any way it will be greatly appreciated. Morning tea support for our taskforce
would also be very much appreciated!
• Please register for the taskforce via Kuranda Envirocare website or email us on info@
envirocare.org.au with your details.

NEW FOR 2016 - TAX RETURNS FOR BUSY PEOPLE

Are you too busy to make an appointment to do your tax return? No problem.
Kuranda Village Accountancy has a new website kurandavillageaccountancy.
com.au with a secure upload portal. Please visit the ‘Client’ page at:
kurandavillageaccountancy.com.au/clients and simply upload your documents.
We will give you a call at your convenience to interview you to ensure that we
have all of the deductions and other information required. Once the tax return is
complete we can email or fax the returns to you for signature or you can call into
the office to sign the return. It’s that easy!

State Minister for Environment & Heritage Protection Steven Miles visited WTMA yesterday
to hear about the great work our community has been doing to help eradicate YCA.
From left to right: Frank Teodo:YCA affected champion, Leslie Shirreffs:WTMA Chair,
Scott Buchannan:CEO WTMA, Minister Steven Miles, Sylvia Conway: Kuranda YCA
taskforce coordinator, Craig Crawford: MP for Barron River, Lucy Karger: WTMA YCA
project leader.

First-ever recording of Lace-lid frogs at Warril creek!

Left: Lacelid male calling with Myola male in front. Right: Two Myola frogs in amplexus.
Photos Rhys Sharry

Date Claimers

Thursday 7 July: General Meeting 7.00pm @ KRC, Fallon Road.
Guest Speaker - Ray Pierce on “Invasive species battles in the Pacific”
Saturday 2nd,9th,16th: Tree Planting 8:00 am. We will be hosting 3 groups of students
from Small World Journey Tours.
Saturday/Sunday 23-24 July: YCA baiting activity 8.30am Russett Park
Frog Monitoring dates in the 3rd week of every month. Follow our page Kuranda’s Frog
friendly neighbourhood

If you would like to come in and check out our great selection of native plants don’t hesitate
to drop in for a chat. See above for opening hours. Our trees are all a $2 donation.
BOX TRAILER HIRE: Contact Garth 4093 9926

Give a gift that keeps growing, through our local Grow Project.
www.envirocare.org.au www.facebook.com/Kuranda Envirocare/info
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Koah Hall Grounds: community based place making
The Koah community has been busy regenerating the wonderful Koah Hall,
which now supports circus, yoga and pilates classes, monthly markets and a
variety of social and cultural activities. The Koah Hall is a multi-functional,
purpose built community space, made possible by countless hours and tireless
contributions from local people over many years.
To make Koah Hall an EVEN BETTER community facility, a community
based place making project is currently happening. Locals are re-imagining
the grounds surrounding the hall (Musumeci Park), asking what could be
improved to accommodate even more diverse sports and recreational uses into
the future.
The Koah Sports and Social Club committee are responsible for managing
the Koah Hall. Recently they received a Regional Arts and Development Fund
(RADF) grant through the Mareeba Shire Council to coordinate the community
in a facilitated design process.
So far there have been two workshops. The first was held in May, when
local people met to identify a list of features that could be developed on the
site. During the second session in June, participants prioritised these features
and planned how they could best be located on the site. There was also a kid’s
arts space at the June market day where local kids shared their ideas for a new
playground.
With this information, permaculturalists/landscape designers Blake
Hudson and Tonielle Christensen of Organic Motion, and graduate architect
Zachary Barclay of Zero Emissions Design developed concept designs for the
Koah Hall grounds. Features include market spaces, camping/playing areas,
car parking, and chill out zones. However, the real focus of the design process
is a vision for a new children’s play area.
“This is a design process to create a community hub which has features for
all ages to come and enjoy. It responds directly to what local people have said
they want” says engagement facilitator & designer Tonielle Christensen.
“Some exciting ideas have come up, including a nature based children’s
area encouraging sensory play. This feature is particularly important – we
don’t have any playground for Koah at the moment, even though we have an
estimated population of around 1,000 people. And that includes lots of young
families and children”.
Even if you missed the May & June sessions, we invite you and your family to
come along at 2.00pm on Saturday 2 July for the unveiling of our preliminary
concept drawings. Give us your two cents worth about what you think will and
won’t work for the Koah Hall grounds, and let’s make Koah Hall the best it can
be, together! Please email koah.hall@gmail.com or check our facebook page
(Koah Hall) for more details.

Daryl's Plumbing
Maintenance
Local to Kuranda

Phone: 0417 232 567

The Kuranda Paper is produced monthly
generally on the last Thursday of the month
(no January edition). Deadline for receipt of
copy and ads is the Friday before publication.
See page 2 for details.

or 4093 9151
Myola • Licenced Plumber

Sommer
Painting Services
Est. 1995 • QBSA 076195

• New Homes/Repaints
• Commercial
• High-pressure Cleaning
• Airless spraying
• Roof restorations
• Sikkens Timber Finishes
• Free quotes
Ralf Sommer
107 Veivers Drive, Speewah

open weekdays 8.30am to 5pm

INCOME TAX
SUPERANNUATION
ACCOUNTING
ASSET PROTECTION
BOOK KEEPING
WEALTH CREATION
AUDIT

Phone/Fax 4093 0146
Mobile 0413 313 823

mareeba@grubersbeckett.com.au

LONG LIST OF LOCAL REFERENCES

143 BYRNES STREET MAREEBA 4880
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NILS

Need a new washing
machine, fridge or other
essential houshold goods?

THE ANGLICAN CHURCH OF AUSTRALIA, ST SAVIOUR’S KURANDA
Invites you to Worship

SUNDAY
8.00am Holy Communion (BCP)
9.30am Sung Eucharist
9.30am Sunday School
5.00pm Evening Prayer
Holy Communion July 3

The No Interest Loan Scheme provides interest-free loans
for individuals or families on low income.

Who is eligible?

Anyone holding a Health Care Card or Pension Card.

Find it hard to get into Kuranda?

We will be conducting outreach ‘clinics’ to areas where it is
difficult to get transport or where there are other barriers
to coming into Kuranda
Phone or drop into the Kuranda Neighbourhood Centre
for more details.

4093 8933 or

6 Rob Veivers Drive, Kuranda
next to the Butterfly Sanctuary

UNITING CHURCH
IN AUSTRALIA
Kuranda Faith Community
Ph 4093 8730

Conversation as Prayer

ACTIVITIES
Home Groups • Alpha
A life Worth Living • Sunday School
POSSUM CORNER OP SHOP
Monday to Saturday, 8.30am to 12.30pm
CAKES AND BOOKS
Saturday July 2 8.30am -12.30pm

Enquiries: Chris Wright Tel 4093 8735 • Email: wrightc@iig.com.au

How much can you borrow?

It varies, but usually up to $1,000 and the repayment
period is up to 2 years.

SPECIAL SERVICES
Sunday July 3rd
9.30am Family Eucharist
The Archbishop of Melbourne
Primate of the Anglican Church of
Australia
The Most Reverend Dr Philip Freie

T

A Thought for July

HIS month we read from St Luke’s Gospel Chapter 7 verse 36 to Chapter 8 verse 3.
A theme constantly in Jesus’ teaching and very near to his heart was the necessity for forgiveness in
human relationships. The day his disciples asked him to teach them to pray Jesus put the issue of
forgiveness at the heart of our relationship with God. In two simple and inseparable petitions he teaches us for
all time that forgiveness is conditional. We cannot be forgiven unless we ourselves are forgiving people.
I mention this because something very like it is at the heart of this episode. It was customary at a meal in the
Graeco-Roman style for strangers to stand around the edge of the room in the shadows. They might be poor or
in some other need. They might be trying to attract the attention of a prominent guest from whom they wished
a favour. In Jesus’ case a woman wants to thank him. She does so very effusively and passionately. Jesus’ host
is silently appalled by her behaviour and Our Lord notices.
How does Jesus deal with the situation? From what he says we can assume that he and the woman have
had a previous encounter. She is known as a sinner, possibly a prostitute. It is obvious that Jesus has made all
the difference in her life, probably making it possible for her to deal with the anger and self-hatred which are
part of her existence. Anger and self-hatred are part of many of our lives and to get his point across Jesus tells
a story. Its message is that the greater a person’s sense of being forgiven the greater the gratitude will be. Jesus
then applies this to our inner lives. The key statement Jesus makes is in verse 47. “I tell you, her sins, which
were many, have been forgiven; hence she has shown great love. But the one to whom little is forgiven, loves
little.”
This theme obviously was central in Jesus’ thinking. We hear it in the parable of the Pharisee and the
publican in the temple. We hear it again in the story of the prodigal son. On each occasion Jesus seems to
be saying that to realize without illusion that we are, to realize how little we can claim to be, yet at that same
moment to realize that we are accepted by God precisely on these terms, is to discover the secret of inner
freedom and inner acceptance. To taste this is to
taste the kingdom of God. To have no illusions
about ourselves, to realize who and what we are,
and at the same time to know that God accepts us,
is to taste the kingdom of God.

NEWS FROM ST
SAVIOUR’S

St Christopher’s
CATHOLIC
CHURCH
Barang Street, Kuranda

Our Sunday Mass held at 6.00pm
Mass: First Wednesday of each month at 6.00pm

If someone in your
family has a drinking
problem, you can see
what it is doing to
them, but can you see
what it is doing to you?

Al-Anon

can help you!
MEETINGS IN KURANDA,
SMITHFIELD, CAIRNS
Phone Kate 4093 9668
1300 ALANON
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SMALL Churches usually don’t get visits by
Archbishops, but there will be an exception
on the first Sunday in July when Archbishop
Philip Freier visits St Saviour’s Kuranda.
Archbishop Philip is the Anglican
Archbishop of Melbourne and Primate of
the Anglican Church of Australia. and prior
to ordination spent a lot of time in the far
North.
Prior to ordination he trained as a teacher
and was employed as a teacher at Thursday
Island, Kowanyama, and Yarrabah and
then as an advisory teacher in Aboriginal
education with the Queensland Education
Department. Archbishop Philip will join us
for the 9.30am Family Eucharist on Sunday
July 3rd.

Baha’i Thought for the Month
“WE ask God to endow human souls with justice so that they may be fair and may strive to provide for the
comfort of all that each member of humanity may pass his life in the utmost comfort and welfare.
“Then this material world will become the very paradise of the Kingdom this elemental earth will be in
a heavenly state and all the servants of God will live in the
utmost joy happiness and gladness.
• Morning prayers each Thursday at 8.00am,
“We must all strive and concentrate all our thoughts
in the park in lower Therwine Street Kuranda
in order that such happiness may accrue to the world of followed by coffee
humanity.
• Meditations/Reflections: Devotional meeting
“One must see in every human being only that which is based on the Scriptures of the World’s great
worthy of praise. When this is done, one can be a friend to Religions, by arrangement
the whole human race. If, however, we look at people from • Study Circles now available in Mareeba and
the standpoint of their faults, then being a friend to them is a Kuranda on spiritual themes. Anyone can join in
the study circle, no charge
formidable task…
“Thus is it incumbent upon us, when we direct our gaze • Also regular events in Cairns, Atherton, Malanda,
Tolga, Mareeba and other places
toward other people, to see where they excel, not where they
• Telephone 4093 7120/4093 9571 or www.bahai.
fail.”
org; or www.bahai.org.au
― Abdu’l-Bahá
From the Baha’i Community of Mareeba/Kuranda
July 2016
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FREE CLASSIFIEDS

Classifieds up to 30 words FOR FREE

(Ads that appear for 2 editions may be removed at our discretion unless you advise us otherwise)
(Classifieds over 30 words, 25c per word.)
Email to mail@kurandapaper.com • Post to PO Box 66 Kuranda 4881
A Cleaner, Safer, Healthier Home is possible. Clean
better, live better with ENJO natural cleaning products.
Call Magnolia on 0427 160 478 enjo.com.au
Acreage 4 brm, b/block house (1 room own entrance,
shower/toilet)+ shed. 3kms to Kuranda $480,000.
Ph 4093 7175
ART THERAPY at Kuranda Community Centre with
experienced, accredited art therapist. Experience the
mindful Tree of Life workshop. Dates TBA dependant
on Nos. www.dapplearttherapy.com for info on benefits
of AT. Contact Dan to register E: danhalgren@mail.com
P: 0403 317 582.
ASSOCIATE WANTED to share purchase costs and
ownership of acreage land. Aim to be self sufficient and
live a quiet lifestyle. Investing about $180,000 each
Phone 0481 845 993
Bowen Therapy: Thursdays in Kuranda. Relief from
pain and stiffness in joints and muscles, including head,
neck and back ache. Realign your body, release stress.
$40 adults, $10 kids. 0408 400 049.
Cashmere Shawls arriving soon at ‘JUST GORGEOUS’
Available in unbelievably gorgeous colours! ph 4093
7508 open 7 days from 10.15 until at least 3.45.
Claire Souter Gallery at Kuranda: Classes Wed-Sat
10.00am-1.00pm. Beginners to advanced. Gallery hours
9.00am to 4.00pm Wed to Sat. Ph 0408 258 747. Don’t
wait until it’s too late. Start painting now.
Cleaning Needs: office, home and commercial, call
1800 MYCLEANER
Computer Repairs: Servicing home or business.
Prompt, reliable & affordable ‘no-fuss’ Same day cometo-you service. Cairns Computer Support. Local Kuranda
based business! Ph 07 4222 1111 or visit
www.cairnscomputersupport.com.au
Dog Grooming, Dog Training, Pet Minding:
Located in Kuranda. Internationally recognized
qualifications. Home-service available. Competitive
pricing. Book today. Mobile: 0455 038 784
Phone: 4093 8254 Email: hollywooddogs@y7mail.com
Emmett Technique for pain relief and movement
improvement is offering free treatments to children up
to 17 years with diagnosed disabilities. Call Natalie
0457 996 860, www.emmettwholebodyrelief.com
Experienced Reiki Master/Psychic Julie Bell
available for Reiki, Energy Work, Aura Cleansing &
Chakra Balancing. Psychic Readings including Past
Lives, Angels & Spirit Guides. Shop 49 Original Kuranda
Rainforest Market.
Golden Sands Painting Services 25 years
established in Cairns and surrounding area. Have just
moved to Kuranda area. Free Quotes, Best Quotes. All
work guaranteed. Malcolm QBSA No 067022; 0418 162
635 or 4093 8444 mal.or@bigpond.com
House For Sale 4 brms (includes granny flat) Top of
The Range, Kuranda. Acreage 2 car, shed + spa. Initially
to view, Ph. (07)4093 7175
Ji Ching readings: Chinese wisdom 3000 years old,
foundational science behind Feng Shui. Worrisome
issues personal/business can be dismantled/
reassembled enabling greater confidence going forward.
$20 p/hr. 0429 090 476.
Marriage Celebrant: Cheryl Tonkin, your weddings
designed just for you – and local. 0407 670 954 or email
NQCeremonies@gmail.com
Massage with Sheree Scott: relaxation & remedial,
22 Williamson Drive, Kuranda. Ph 4093 9490;
0421 102 722.
Monte’s Ride-On Lawn Care, ‘LOCAL BLOKE YOU
CAN TRUST’. Call Carlo; 0458 309 899
Organic Motion: for abundant edible landscapes.
Consultation, concept designs, implementation manual
for permaculture landscapes. www.organicmotion.com.au
Pristine Swimming Pools: Local business. Pumps,
filters, chlorinators below RRP with free install. 25 years

experience. Free quotes. Call Richard 0407 908 375
Rainforest Dreaming: Shops 50 & 51 Original
Market. Locally handmade Soy Candles & Wax Melts
– over 30 fragrances. Handmade Dreamcatchers,
Suncatchers, Gemstone products. Plus large range of
incense & giftware.
Resume: In Speewah, Cairns longest-running resume
writing business - over thirty years’ experience.
Resumes, Employment Applications, web text, all forms
of copy writing, editing and proofreading. Word Factory
(Suzy Grinter) Phone: 4093 0449
Step Into Healing: Kuranda – heal your past, find
peace in your present, create your future. Egyptian
Emotional Clearing, Reiki, Theta, Angel Intuitive.
www.stepintohealing.com.au Heather 0404 463 787
The Ironbark Gallery: Handcrafted local Australian
hardwood creations by Trevor Brodie. A perfect gift or
something special for yourself. Shop 5/13 Therwine St
opposite the icecream van. Phone 0418 983 402.
Trailer for hire: cheap, as a community service.
Discounted for members. Ring Kuranda Envirocare
Garth Owen on 4093 9926 or Hans Zehntner on
4093 8393.
Yak Wool shawls and ponchos, from Nepal, are back
in stock at “JUST GORGEOUS’. Once again, this year,
$5 from every shawl will be donated back to Nepal to
the ‘Friends Of The Himalayan Children’s Foundation.
16 Coondoo Street wwwjustgorgeous.net.au

KOAH MARKETS

First Saturday of every month 9am-1.00pm

NEXT: 2 JULY 2016
Plants, fruit, vegies, coffee, bric-a-brac,
books, music & more.
For stall & market enquiries contact
Tonielle 0422 068 995 or
email koah.hall@gmail.com
KOAH HALL CONTACTS: Phone 0439 080 874 • Email koah.
hall@gmail.com/ • www.facebook.com/koah.hall
Hire fees: 1-2 hrs: $10; Half day: $30; Full day: $60; $200
refundable bond for one-off events
(if space is left as you found it)

COMMUNITY NOTICES
Mareeba
Shire

Kuranda Transfer Station
Opening Times
TUESDAYS, THURSDAYS, SATURDAYS, SUNDAYS
8.00am to 5.00pm

Kuranda Branch Library and Council Office
Arara Street • Phone 4093 9185
www.library.muc.qld.gov.au

LIBRARY
Monday to Friday
10.00am-5.00 (5.30 Tuesday)
Saturday 9.00-12.00

Justice of
the Peace
(QUALIFIED)

COUNCIL SERVICES
Monday to Friday
10.00am- 4.30
Saturday closed

Kuranda Paper
PHONE:

4093 8942
POST:

Please phone for
appointment or leave a
message, and I will get
back to you.

PO Box 66
Kuranda 4881

Phone 4093 8780
Karen McLaren
FREE SERVICE

mail@
kurandapaper.com

EMAIL:
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“Float like a butterfly, sting like a bee”. Not many
of us get to coin our own epitaph and have the heavens
report it back to us on our death. But young Cassius did,
and on his death, all was honoured by the sky-gods in an
awesomely specific pattern.
That night Mars, the fighter and warrior (and very
bright at the moment), was high in the sky exactly
between the constellation of Libra and the head of the
Scorpion, Libra “rules” things of beauty and symmetry
– perfectly describing a butterfly. Scorpio, of course, is
obsessive, determination and “the sting”!
The spirit of warrior shining brightly in the dark sky
between the butterfly and the sting.
The pattern of a chart calculated for the time of Ali’s
death shows a spectacular exit from the square ring
which lights up the heavens! True. And the birth chart,
of course, shows a prime fierce bull of a man with Mars,
Saturn and Uranus, all with Taurus on the crown of the
chart. 3 times crowned, and a proud Leo ascendant: “I
am the greatest”. No argument there.
Ghandi and Ali shared some very interesting qualities
as shown in their respective birth charts. Strong fires
burning in both…
And the federal election? A damn close-run thing?
The incumbents by the nose, but the challengers come
really close and they rattle the posts. Perhaps a little too
much negativity and deadwood, and the LNP may get
another chance against some very bitter opposition.
It seems that the female vote carries the day and
whoever wins must focus on families as an absolute
priority. Resentment born of apathy and hopelessness
among the young must also be a major issue along with
its ultimate consequence... into the twilight zone of
traditional politics. What will emerge? A bright new age
of consensus, or a dark monster of atavistic greed?
This election chart shows both as possible outcomes.
Much like an experiment in quantum physics, both
possibilities co-exist. Something’s gotta give and this
election is the catalyst and the watershed. Good luck to
us all.
Leo is coming into focus from the middle of July:
Venus, then Mercury, then the Sun all align with the
Lion, and with Saturn in Sagittarius, Uranus in Aries
and a very fiery Mars in Scorpio, things seem to be at
flash point (again – standstill!)
I’m looking at a Leo conjunction between Mercury
and Venus, with the Moon conjunct Saturn in Sagittarius,
with a Scorpio Mars in trine to the Sun and in an edgy
aspect to Uranus in Aries – all around the 16-17th July
and wondering what in the blazes this all portends!
It’s so fiery; edgy and spectacularly explosive that
any predictions are going to be either trivial or over-thetop. When the Moon conjoins Pluto on the 18th and then
becomes full in Capricorn on the 19-20th (depending on
where on earth you sit) the consequences are going to be
global and perhaps earth-shaking.
Not literally we hope but we’ll all feel it one way or
another. And that’s enough for July, and go the maroons!
Many Blessings



Rob Hart

Resident Astrologer & Tarot Card Reader
Kuranda Heritage Markets
Ph. (07) 4093 0218

JOIN YOUR LOCAL SES

25/5/16 to 28/6/16 66.2mm

Training held every Tuesday night at Fallon Road.

PROVIDED BY willyweather.com.au

Call Carol for details on
0427 037 054 or 0409 758 122

Wettest day: 15/6/16 25.4mm • Rainfall this year: 1073.4mm • Wet Days: 14 of 28
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EMERGENCY CONTACTS

FIRE or other emergencies – please phone 000
SES Flood or Storm emergencies – please phone 132 500

RURAL FIRE BRIGADE WARDENS

Community Calendar
Every Month
KNC Management Committee Meeting 5.30pm Rob Veivers Drive Ph 4093 8933 for
details
Every Saturday
Kuranda Envirocare Tree Planting, Ph 4093 9926 for details or check website www.
envirocare.org.au
First Saturday
Garden Group 2.00pm Ph Sharon 0422 213 676
Every Sunday
A.A. CWA Hall 10.30am Ph 4093 7599
Speewah Country Market 8.00am to 2.00pm 4093 0361
Yoga with Aileen 10.30am Kuranda Recreation Centre: Contact Aileen 0419 726 955
Every Monday
Kids Circus Classes (up to age 6) at Koah Hall 3.00 & 4.00. Ph Sophie 0409 333 404.
Kids Circus Classes (age 6-8) at Koah Hall 5.00. Ph Sophie 0409 333 404.
Kids Aerial Circus Louise Kohn. Bookings essential at the Amphi 3.30pm, 0424 928 917
Yoga – Gentle 8.15am for 8.30 start. Energise your life with HALS (Health across the Life
Span) QCWA Hall, Phone Aileen 4093 7401 or Sheila 4093 7617
Every Tuesday, Wednesday & Friday
Al-Anon Family Groups 6.00pm Ph Kate 4093 9668 or 1300ALANON
Karate at CWA Hall Kuranda 6.15pm to 7.15pm for more info call Geoff 4093 7380
Koah Sports & Social Club 7.30pm Barbara La Baysse 4093 7026
Every Tuesday
Kids Circus Classes (age 8+) at Koah Hall 5.00. Ph Sophie 0409 333 404.
General Yoga Class at Koah Hall 6.00pm. Ph Tanya 0428 590 203.
Tae Kwon Do & Self Defence 6.30pm CWA Hall Ph 0437 438 196
8 Ball 7.00pm at Kuranda Recreation Centre
Kuranda AA meeting Kuranda Neighbourhood Centre, 7.30pm
Second Tuesday
Kuranda SES Training, 7.30pm sharp at Fallon Road. Ph James Partridge 0402 119 642
Second & Fourth Tuesday
Mareeba Toastmasters meets 7.30-9.30pm, Mareeba RSL.Phone Fran 4093 7288 or
Lenore Wyatt 0447 757 336. Guests welcome.
Third Tuesday
Tourism Kuranda meets in the office, Centenary Park 4.30pm
Every Wednesday
Pilates Class at Koah Hall 7.30am & 5.45pm. Ph Jaide 0488 229 700.
Yoga 5.30 pm Kuranda Recreation Centre: Contact Aileen 0419 726 955
Lifeline Counselling at KNC (appointment necessary)
Craft and Social Morning at QCWA Hall 9.00am. Contact craft teacher 4093 7016
Kuranda Playgroup 9.30am Kuranda Neighbourhood Centre. New families please phone
Lynda 4093 0891 or 0410 337 932.
Karate at Koah Hall 6.15pm-7.15pm for more info call Geoff 4093 7380
Mah Jong at KNC 1.00 to 4.00pm. All welcome
Yoga for kids. Limited places. Please phone 4093 8283
First Wednesday
Kuranda Interagency Network Meeting 2.00pm at KNC
Kuranda and District Chamber of Commerce 4.30pm Kuranda Hotel
Second Wednesday
QCWA meeting 9.30 at QCWA Hall Ph: President 4093 8215, Secretary 4093 8362
Kuranda and Environs Community Alliance Group – 10.00am Kuranda
Neighbourhood Centre.
Wednesday - Fortnightly
Kuranda Open Men’s Group meets fortnightly 7-9.00pm at Kuranda Neighbourhood
Centre. Phone Yakov for details 0413 021 786.
Every Thursday
Kids Trepize Class at Koah Hall 4.00pm. Ph Sophie 0409 333 404
Rotary 6.00pm Kuranda Hotel/Motel Ph 4093 7206
Tae Kwon Do & Self Defence 6.30pm CWA Hall Ph 0437 438 196
Capoeira Training and Roda. 7-8:30pm. Phone Ole 0468 408 963
Kuranda Rangers Soccer: training 4.30-5.30pm Linda 0437 255 229
Yoga at the Kuranda Amphitheatre 9.00-11.00am
Second Thursday
Ambulance 7.30pm Ambulance Centre, Fallon Road
Every Friday
Pre-Natal Yoga at Koah Hall 9.30am. Ph Beth 0476 276 876
Mums & Bubs Yoga at Koah Hall 11.00am. Ph Beth 0476 276 876
CONTRIBUTORS: PLEASE CHECK DETAILS AND ADVISE CHANGES

Davies Creek
Koah
Kuranda
Myola
Speewah

4093 3181
4042 5468
0408 077 746
4093 7190 / 0408 151 199
4093 0211

Lloyd
Cairns RFO (temp.)
Nick
Duncan
John

Permits required for ALL fires

JOHN’S KURANDA BUS
“The Local Bus”

Monday To Friday
To:

Sat

Sun

P/Hol

*1530
1750
#0705

1645

1645
#0705

Speewah
Koah

Ex:

Koah

Ex:

Speewah

*1530
1750
#0705
#1315
*1550
#0710
#1320
*1540

*1530
1750
#0705
#1315
*1550
#0710
#1320
*1540

*1550
#0710

#0710

*1540

*SCHOOL DAYS ONLY
# BOOKING REQUIRED
NO SERVICE EASTER FRIDAY, CHRISTMAS DAY & LABOUR DAY

Departs Bus Stop: Orchid Plaza, Abbott Street, Cairns
Monday To Friday
Departs Kuranda

#0720
1330
1530

#0720
1330
1530

Sat

Sun

P/Hol

#0720
1530

1530

0720
1530

*1510 from Smithfield to Koah Mon to Fri SCHOOL DAYS ONLY

Departs Cairns

**0825
1700

0825
1700

0825
**1615

1615

0825
1615

All services except 1000 go to Speewah & Koah if required
**Mareeba
# Via Caravonica, Redlynch, Raintrees, Westcourt, TAFE, Cairns City
NO SERVICE EASTER FRIDAY, CHRISTMAS DAY & LABOUR DAY

Ph. John 0418 772 953

Words of Wisdom from my Grandmother

My phone died so I spent
some time with my family
today.
They seem like quite nice
people.
THE KURANDA PAPER
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